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THE MURRAY STATE
SATURDAY: Dry. High:
60s. Low: 40s.
SUNDAY: Dry. High:
60s. Low: 30s.
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Vol. 72, No. 22

Source: National Weather Service

The Student Newspaper of Murray State University
News
Murray State
University
Regent and former State Representative
Richard Lewis
died March I I after a prolonged illness.

Fees increase nationally
•Money: Murray State
tuition is scheduled to
increase this fall, however,
students nationwide face
similar increases.
BY )OHN K. MOORE
STAFF WRITOt

Seepage

2

OpEd
Maria Tsatoras,
senior from
jacksonville,
Fla., remembers
the life and
death of former
cheerleader Ginger Adams
with the passing of the second anniversary of the accident which claimed her life.
Seepage

Recent fee increases will
cause Murray State students to
reach a little deeper into their
pockets this fall; however, they

will not be alone. Students
nationwide will be dealing with
increased costs as well.
A 3.4 percent increase in
tuition, for both in-state and
out-of-state undergraduates,
and a 3.1 percent increase in
graduate tuition have been
adopted by Murray State for
the 1997-98 school year.
Housing rates are also slated
to increase 5.75 percent, and
the cost of a meal plan will go

up 6.25 percent. .
"The fee increases, which are
determined by the Kentucky
Council for Higher Education,
are standard for Kentucky uni·
versities," said Anita Poyner,
bursar.
The Council, which bases the
fee increases on the cost of living, has been considerate.
National cost of living figures
averaged 3.3 percent for 1996.
Bob Cox, economist for the

•Higher e ducation: A
recent report by the Task
Force on Higher Education
criticizes Kentucky postsecondary education.
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BY AMY PONDER
SENIOI STAFF WIITfl

Drunk driving
is still a prevalent problem in
America today
Here is what
you need to
know to keep yourself, and
others, safe.

CollegeL[fe
There Is always a great
debate for students between
the advantages and disadvantages of living on campus and
the advantages and disadvantages of living off campus.
Find out which living
arrangement is best for you.

9

Sports
Chris Weatherly/Staff

Cedi Clayton and Kyle Parker, employees of Chambe,., TlntJng, put protective UV tint
on windows of the new entryway to the Fine Arts Anex on Tuesday.
The Racers finished their
season in style last week
against No. 2 seed Duke in
the NCAA Tournament.
seepages
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Campus crime rising
including murder, forcible sex
offenses, robbery, burglary,
liquor violations and weapons
violations.
Reports of alcohol violations
on campus also increased from
two to six in the last report. On
BY )AKE BURGESS
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
other campuses across the
nation, the violations of liquor
Murray State University laws increased by one percent
reported seven forcible sex in the last two years from
offenses in 1994 - more than 15,097 to 15,208.
any other Kentucky campus,
The increasing use of drugs
according to a recently-released by American t~ens is also showcrime report compiled by The ing up on campuses. Over 6,797
Chronicle of Higher Education. students were arrested on drug
The only other campus with a c'barges nationwide in 1995 comparable number of sex a 17.9 percent increase from
offenses was the University of the previous year's total of
Kentucky with three in 1995.
5,764.
The report, which pertains to
At MuTTay State, drug
the 1994-95 academic year for arrests increased by one to a
universities with enrollments total of five in 1994. The Uni·
of more than 5,000 students, versity of Kentucky reported 75
was broken into sections qrug charges during that same

eCrime: Drug arrests, bur·
glaries and robberies
increased at MSU during
the 1994-95 school year,
according to a recent study.

as the student activity fee, won't.
"Murray State only has control over fees like the activity
fee, Currie Center fee and technology fee," Poyner said. "Those
will not increase."
Historically, MuTTay State
tuition increases have been relatively small. Since 1990, the
largest increase occurred during the 1992-1993 academic
Please see FEES/18

Report bac·k s
Alexander

W hat a pane

Our'f'orld

See page

Kentucky Finance and Admin·
istration Cabinet in Frankfort,
said the cost of living can be
calculated different ways.
"Most people will take an
average of the Consumer Price
Index for one year and divide it
by the average for the previous
year to get at the percent
change - in this case, 3.3 per·
cent," Cox said.
Though tuition will increase,
University-controlled fees, such

time period.
The study indicated that
murder on university campuses
across the nation decreased 6.3
percent in 1995. Burglaries and
robberies dropped as well.
However, Murray State's num·
ber of burglaries and robberies
increased.
There were 30 burglaries in
1994-95 versus 28 in 1992-93.
Burglary was defined in the
study as "the unlawful entry
into a building or other struc·
ture with the intent to commit
a felony or a theft."
There were three robberies
reported on the MSU campus
in 1994-95, up from two in
1992-93.
Robbery was defined in the
study as "taking, or attempting
to take, anything of value from
Please see CRIME/18

From the outset of Gov. Paul
Patton's higher education
reform initiative, President
Kern · Alexander's lone voice
has rung out with disapproval
of the current community college system, which is administered by the University of Kentucky.
Alexander's voice is no longer
so singular.
A report issued by the Task
Force on Postsecondary Educa·
tion recently became the first
powerful support of Alexander's views on higher education
reform. I n many cases, the
report hits right on target with
Alexander's concerns.
The report touched on several problems in Kentucky's postsecondary education system.
Some of these included:
• The inadequacy of a commu·
nity college system organized
under the state's major
research university.
•The funding fonnula used to
allocate money to state univer·
sities.
•The lack of leadership from
the Council on Higher Education.
AJexander has been proposing for the l ast year that the
state's 14 community colleges
be governed separate from the
state universities.
The current community college system was organized ·
under the University of Ken·
tucky in 1962, and UK support-

ers are strongly opposing the
possible loss of control over the
system.
However, the Task Force
report noted that no other
major research university
among Kentucky's competitor
states has a mission encompassing remedial education,
lower division courses, workforce training or graduate edu·
cation.
Rather, the trend across the
country has been to focus leadership around distinct missions
such as becoming major
research universities.
The report noted that major
research universities with missions as broad as UK's have
"neither
an
outstanding
research university, nor an
effective system for workforce ·
development."
This has apparently become
the case in Kentucky where the
highest ranking from the
.National Research Council of a
UK doctoral program is 31 of
127.
"The University of Kentucky
is not even a mediocre graduate research school," Alexander
said. "Neither UK, nor the community college system are functioning properly."
The Task Force went on to
highlight problems with · the
current funding fonnula used
to allocate money among,state
universities.
"The current formula is a
barrier to the postsecondary
education system's ability to
accomplish its goals," the
report stated.
Problems outlined by the
task force include:
• the seeking of add-ons outside
of the formula by some state
Please see TASK FORCE/18

Ctlfnj on Kentucky's campuses
.,.~of Higher Education released Its report on crime
"" ~Cos~ thl$ country. This graph comP$res Murray
$1WUnNMity wtth other schoOls In Kentucky.
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Interviews set
Kroger will be interviewing for full-time job openings March 25 for business
or any majors.
American Greetings will
also be interviewing March
25 for print management
and graphics positions.
Castner Knott will be on
campus March 27 interviewing for full-time and
intern positions for any
majors.
State Farm Insurance will
be interviewing for fulltime and intern positions
for business majors.
The interview schedule
is subject to change dally.
Students must have a file
with Career Services to
interview. Call 762-380 I
for more information or
to set up a file.

University offers

investme nt class
In order to assist people
in investing wisely, MSU's
office of community education

is

sponsoring a

course designed to assist
the baby boomer generation in planning for retirement years.

Investment

Opportunities, a six-.,..,eek
course, will be taught by
Betty Boston, Certified
Financial Planner in the
office of

J.

.J.

will

meet
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Alumni, Regent Lewis dies
•Regents: Former student state
representative,
and
Regent
Richard Lewis died last week after
a prolonged illness.
1

Bv jONATHAN OuvER
EDITOR·IN·CHIEF

Though small in stature and nonassuming in nature, Richard Lewis was
every bit a giant.
By the age of 33 he had been elected
to the State Legislature as a State Representative. Five years later he became
Gov. Julian Carroll's Chief Executive
Officer when he was appointed to the
Kentucky Workers' Compensation
Board.
From there he went on to run unsuccessfully for Lt. Governor in 1978, but
was later appointed by Gov. John Y.
Brown as Commissioner of the Alcoholic
Beverage Control Commission, where
he dealt successfully with many controversial issues.
Then, in 1988, Lewis returned to the
. Kentucky House of Representatives for
the Sixth District. During the next
seven years, Lewis was voted one of the
Top 10 Best Legislators and became
known as a champion for correctional
officers, teachers, legal services for the
poor and victims of domestic violence.
Lewis also found success s ponsoring
the Kentucky Stalking Bill, the Kentucky Forfeiture Bill, the Kentucky DUI
Bill and the Seat Belt Law. He also
sought and was granted the funds to
place a National Guard Armory in Marshall County. Lewis served in the
House until his retirement in January
1995.
It was it that same year that J..ey,'is
was appointed to the Board of Regents
of his alma mater, Murray State University.
But this was in no way Lewis's first
contact with Murray State.
"Richard was a dedicated and valued
supporter of Murray State University,"
said President Kern Alexander.
Alexander said he first heard of
Lewis' reputation as a supporter of
higher education while he was serving

News Bureau

Richard Lewis. right, being sworn In as a r"egent In 1995 along with fonner" SGA
pr"esldent Brum Kassing. Lewis was a regent at the time of his death.

as president of Western Kentucky University and knew at that time that the
representative was very close to Murray
State. During the last three years he
grew to know Lewis even better.
"We will grieve his loss to our University and for everyone who knew him in
Western Kentucky," Alexander said.
"Richard touched so many people's
lives in a positive way. He always had a
smile and a twinkle in his eye. Seldom
does a Richard Lewis come along in this
world.
"We were fortunate to have Richard to
serve on our Board of Regents. I only
regret that his time was so short and
that I could not have worked with him
longer."
Richard Lewis' love and devotion to
the University was much like his personality - deep, steady and strong.
''Richard had a tremendous love for
Murray State," said his wife, Martha
Cunningham Lewis.
Though Lewis came to the University
in 1956 after graduating from Caldwell
County High School in Princeton, Mrs.
Lewis said her husband's first contact
with the school came much earlier in
life.
During the summers, while his mother was attending classes at what was

B. Hilliard

and W. L. Lyons. This class
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then Murray Teacher's College, Lewis
would go to the Murray Training School
which the college ran at the time, his
wife said.
"His first love began as a child," she
said with a laugh.
But the young boy who received portions of his early education at Murray
College would not stop there. Following
the path of his mother, as well as an
aunt, Lewis enrolled in Murray College
and set off on a very active career.
Mrs. Lewis tells with amusement how
the young, fast but undersized Lewis
first sought to continue his football
playing at the school but soon turned to
other pursuits after finding practice
with the other players, who were quite
a bit larger, to be a little too taxing.
"He didn't last long," she said. ·
Lewis turned his attention to school,
work and activities.
"He worked very hard," Mrs. Lewis
said. "He didn't have much money."
The future state representative went
to work as a cook at the Hub, which is
now the site of the Campus Coffee Shop,
and at the Hut, which is now home to
Sporty's, using ingenuity to get the jobs.
When asked during an interview with
the ownE:rs .of the Hub if he could fry
cook, Mrs. Lewis said her future hus-

band took a chance and said that he certainly could. The gamble paid off and·
the jobs put Lewis through school until
his senior year when he took a job picking laundry up from the dormitories for
Boone's Laundry.
All the while, Lewis stayed involved
on campus. He was a member of Delta
Alpha fraternity and was the fraternity's vice president when it became a
part of Sigma Chi national fraternity.
Mrs. Lewis said. He would later serve
on the fraternity's housing corporation
and as president of the alumni association. Lewis was vice president of the
junior class, treasurer of the International Relations Club, a member of the
debater team, secretary of the Interfraternity Council and a member of the
German Club.
It was these experiences at Murray
College that helped shape Lewis' future
and that can explain his dedication to
the University, said Sid Easley, Board •
ofRegents chair.
"Richard felt Murray State University
was responsible for his successes as a
legislator and representative," Easley
said.
He added that Lewis continued to
give back to the University right up
until his death.
"He was so conscientious with his
Board work," Easley said. "That fact
was manifest by Richard's attendance
at our last meeting in February when it
was obvious that he was very weak."
Rich ard Hayes Lewis, 59, Greenwood
Place, Benton, died Tuesday, March
11,1997, at 5 a.m. at Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.
An attorney, he was a former State
Representative and a former member of
the Board of Regents of Murray State
University. He was a member and deacon
of the First Baptist Church, Benton.
He was the son of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Lewis.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Martha
Cunningham Lewis, principal at Benton
Elementary School; three daughters, Mrs
Beth Lewis Maze, Mrs. Cynthia Maze and
Mn KatberiJuj Helina.end four. parN:Idli~
dren.
•

Survey results mixed

Dig a little deeper

Thursday

evenings from 7 to 9 p.m.,
beginning March 20 and
continuing through April

24. Tuition Is $40 per person, or married couples
may sign up together at a
reduced fee of $70. For
more information or to
register, contact the office
of Community Education
at 762-2160 or 1-800-669-

7654.

Alumni board
seeks nominees
Nominations to fill five
State University Alumni
Association board of governors are being accepted
through April 4. Only MSU
alumni are eligible to submit nominations and serve
on the board. The nominating committee will present its recommendations
at the annual Alumni and
Friends Luncheon set for
noon, April 19, in the CurCenter

Ballroom.

Nominations should be
submitted in writing to the
MSU Alumni Association,
PO Box 9, Murray, KY

42071. For more information, contact Jim Carter at

762-300 I or 1-800-7588510.

Compiled by Katie Thomas,
staff.

Survey Says

· Diaac:l-

vacancies on the Murray

ris

sponsored events and Curris
Center gameroom
With the emergence of camSome results of the
pus safety as a growing conConstituency Day survey.
cern during the last few
months, students listed a variR••tdenU•t Cotleg• I• an
ety of ideas to improve condiBv ) ASON YATES
lmprovem•nt to llud•nt life.
tions. Increased awareness,
STAFF WRITER
surveillance
cameras
at
entrances of buildihgs, closer
. Agree
· Racer Touch, the residential parking, horse-mounted patrol
• N•ultal
college s~stem and a reduction and the removal of bushes
ll Diaa9'H
of time students have between around residential college
campus move-in and the first entrances were some of the
day of class received drastically most frequently mentioned
different responses in the Stu- suggestions.
dent Government Association's
TMte Ia enough time
Out of the approximately
between campu• move-In
annual Constituency Day sur· 1,000 submissions about 150 of
and the flrat day of clau...
vey.
the surveys were filled out
The survey of more than incorrectly in one way or
. At;~ree
1,000 students indicated another and could not be used
• N•ulral
approval of the Racer Touch in the final analysis.
registering system, with 64.7
Shane Hughes, director of
percent of respondents agree- public relations for SGA, said
ing that the system is useful.
some of the blame can be
The residential college pro- placed on unclear questions.
gram received a less-enthusiasRacer Touch Ia an effective
"Some of the directions were
w•y of reglaterlng.
tic reception, with 42.1 percent not as specific as they could
of respondents n~t sure have been," he said. "However,
whether the system has been most of the mistakes were a
. Agree
an improvement to student life. case of people not reading
. NeUiraJ
ll01sagStudents surveyed strongly directions carefully and trying
displayed their concern with to go through the survey to
the lack of time they have quickly."
between moving into the resiHughes said that the SGA
dential colleges and the first would have liked to had a few
MSU UMI II• funds
day of classes. A total of 58.8 hundred more surveys turned
effectively,
percent believe
students in for evaluation.
should be allowed as much as
"We were a little disappoint. Agflle
two weeks of free time before ed with the response because
. Ntulral
classes begin.
we received fewer responses
13o..ogrH
The Murray State News was this year than we did last
selected as the most important year," he said. "We strive to
outlet in providing students increase student involvement
with campus information fol· because the SGA is here for
lowed by "other," fliers, Curris them."
Food ..rvtcea adequ•tely
matt the needa of the
Center
posters,
Bulletin
SGA officials were not suretud•nte.
Boards, and radio.
prised by most of the results of
Greek events (including par- the survey which made Hughes
. Agtle
ties) were listed as the most feel good about what the orga. Neu!ral
frequently enjoyed sources of nization is accomplishing.
CJDisayree
"Most things went the way
entertainment on-campus. The
category "other," which includ- we thought it would, which
ed hanging out with friends indicates that the SGA is keepand "going south," was second ing in touch with the c~rns
followed by residential college and ideas of the student body,- -:--~~2;:~~--=---:-~-:-:----'
Jon lowry/Graphics Manager
events, athletic events, SGA he said.

•SGA: Constituency Day
survey results are in, and
they show students' opinion of new programs to be
noncommittal at best.

Seth Dixon/Staff

Murray City wor"kers repair a damaged pipe running
underneath the overpass on Chestnut Street by the
Curris Center. The pipe in the Curris Center pa rking
lot will have to be repaired this summer".

•
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Job market increases in computer
and technology area for the South
-Job s: Computer and
technology college graduates are in high demand
for new and employers
and tips how to get a job
from reslfme to interview.
Bv ALICIA
Rfi>oRT[R

GROSS

also looking
for
accountants,
and
some
law
enforcement
agencies have
been looking
for students
L-- - - ----' interested in
the criminal justice field, which
includes pre-law, psychology,
social work and other majors."
Winchester said graduates
may have to look at possibilities
they had not previously considered to fmd a job.

Good news for May, August
and December graduates - the
1997 job market looks promising.
This doesn't mean that each
"Jobs are out there," she said.
graduate will have a job wait"Students may need to broaden
ing for him or her the moment
their focus and consider jobs
that diplomas are conferred.
not traditionally associated
However, prospects look much
with their major that will use
brighter than just a few years
the
skills they learned in their
ago, especially in certain fields
degree
program. For example,
of study.
many
occupational
safety and
According to Planning Job
health
majors
are
finding
jobs
Choices: 1997, the top jobs
in
a
human
resource
capacity."
nationally for 1997 are in technology such as systems engiWinchester said that in a
neering and computer engi- recent article, states in the
neering. Other fields expected South including Kentucky,
to grow more than 20 percent were forecasted to hire 28.8
over the next 10 years national- percent more new graduates in
ly are administration, account- 1997 than in 1996. This is good
ing and marketing, service posi- news for graduates staying in
tions, graphic arts, and teach- the South after graduation.
ing.
Unfortunately, prospects are
Gina Winchester, assistant not as hopeful in the West, with
director of Career Services, a .4 percent decrease in the hirsays many opportunities will be
ing of new graduates.
available for 1997 graduates.
Students can prepare them"Based on calls we have
selves
for the hiring process by
received from employers in our
following
a few steps, according
service area, which includes
to
Winchester.
Indiana, Illinois, Kentucky, and
First, a student must develop
Tennessee, there have been a
•
a
resume by doing some selflot of computer-type companies
analysis
and finding out exactly
looking for qualified graduates," she said. "Businesses are what interests, hobbies, and

exp~rience

he or she has.
After a resume is written,
students should learn to network, which includes starting a
placement folder at the Career
Services office, and then sending resumes out through faculty, friends , or faculty members
who have contacts in their field
of interest.
Students should also research
jobs by geography to find out
where they would want to work.
Winchester also recommends
contacting employment agencies or recruiting firms to locate
jobs in a graduate's field.
The interview process is also
important, and Winchester recommends that students sign up
for on-campus interviews or
mock interviews to practice this
process.
"Many companies today are
looking for graduates with good
communication skills," she
said. "Companies can look at
the cover letter of an applicant's
resume to determine written
communication skills. A resume
and cover letter can get you an
interview, but they won't get
you hired. An interview is an
occasion for the applicant to
show interpersonal communications skills to a prospective
employee."
Winchester said that the companics who contact the Career
Services office are looking for
students who have career-related experience, such as internships and co-ops. They want
students who are involved in
activities outside of class.
"Grade point average is

important, but these companies
are looking for team players
who have demonstrated leadership abilities and time management through extracurricular
activities," she said. "These
companies want communications skills, computer s kills,
and foreign language experience as businesses go worldwide."
Shannon Stivers. sales manager for Sun Publishing in Paducah says she looks for involvement in school organizations
when she looks at recent graduates as prospective employees.
"I look to see if they have the
initiative to arrange an internship, or to be in an after school
activity," she said. "I mainly
look to see whether they have
something that makes them
stand out from other a pplicants, such as a high grade
point average or leadership
skills."
Newby,
assistant
Paul
human resources manager at
Briggs & Stratton says he looks
for a candidate who is timely,
dependable and knows what
work is. He says that he prefers
that candidates have previous
work experience.
Graduates will have different
experiences
finding
jobs
depending on what their field of
study is, but generally 1997
seems to be a good time for a
recent graduate to be in the job
market.
For further information on
job placement, students can
contact the Career Services
office at 762-3801.

3
PoliceBeat
March 6

7:46 a .m. Dena Damiani reported her vehicle being vandalized while
parked at Elizabeth College.
1:07 p.m. Regents College reported a fire on the fourth floor. No fire
was found .
5:24 p.m. Matt Shrewberry reported the theft of a bicycle from Rich-·
mond College.
March 7
1 ;30 p.m. Jonathan Weedman reported his vehicle being hit while

parked at Stewart Stadium parking lot.
March 8

5:09a.m. Joseph Hall was arres't ed for our and taken to the Calloway
County Detention Center.
8:47 a .m. Shawana Collins reported a tire cut on her jeep while
parked at Hester College.
11 :46 p.m. Joshua Lassiter was injured while roller blading at Chestnut St. and Gilbert Graves dr. He was transported to hospital by a
friend and suffered an injured knee.

March 14

6:35p.m'. A domestic problem was reported at White College parking lot. Persons involved indicated only a verbal confrontation.
7;25 p.m. Same woman reported being assaulted by her ex-husband.
March 15
8:45 p.m. Clark College reported the rear door vandalized and the
glass broken.
March 16

6:44 p.m. Hester College reported a fire alarm going off on the fifth
floor. No fire was found .
'
March 18

9:27 a .m. Christie Richards reported the theft of a blue Murray H)speed bicycle from Hart College area.
6:44 p.m. Scott Myhre was arrested for criminal trespassing at Hester College.
10:22 p.m. Stefan T. Ray was arrested for no vehicle registration
receipt, no insurance, and driving on a suspended license.
10:32 p.m. V'hite College reported the second-floor fire station was
pulled . No fire was found .
March 19
1:55 p.m. Auto accident reported near Sparks Hall. no injuries report-

ed.
2:48 p.m. Hester College mail room reported an unidentified black
male obtaining a package from the mail room not belonging to him.
9:02p.m. Third floor Elizabeth College reported a fire alarm, but no
fire was found.
Racer Escorts- 40
Information for Police Beat was gathered and compiled by Jake
Burgess, assistant news editor, from materials available to the Public
Safety office.

--~ ~
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Voice demands· to create changes
All right. Brace yourselves; I have
some bad news. It seems that the
In My
sometimes cutting edge, often old
fashioned institution we affectionately
()jJin io11
call home (much to the chagrin of our
parents) has decided to take back the
STEVEN STROUD
comfortable position of riding the coattails of a trend. Downsizing has
reached Murray State's campus, and
no where will it be felt more strongly
than I the resident student population. From Dr. Alexander's proposed
The first and most important of
mini-Residential Colleges to the these "luxuries" is living space. At the
recent announcement of the probable start of the 1996-1997 school year the
closing of a food service facility, the surplus of studenta requiring on cam·
university appears to be reducing the pus housing was such that several
number of choices and options given to students (mostly female) had to be
its current students. At the heart of housed in a local hotel until space
many of these changes lies the resi- could be found. When the winter
dential college concept, and efforts semester began, the situation was Jit.
must be make to protect the things the tle improved. Several students who
residents hold dear, before they are had private rooms during the fall
taken away.
semester were assigned roommates of

.

the spring due to lack of available seem to be feeling the effects of recent
space. Applications for the 1997-1998 university changes. The most recent of
academic year are up. This was one of these to come to light is the impending
the worthy goals of our administra· food service facility closing. Factors
tion, but relief for the ·already stressed outside the University's control, such
Residential College facilities seems at as the federal mtmmum wage
least a year away. I understand that increase, have made an impossible to
it was difficult to predict the immedi· for difference in the way things have
ate success of the Residential College to be operated, but students should be
system <along with other increased involved in a decision like this. Sturecruitment efforts), but something dents of this university (especially
must be done before the plan backfires those living on campus) spend major
and students begin to flee on campus dollars on required meal plans, and
housing in favor of less restricted pri· we would appreciate some control over
vate accommodations. Possible remc· our money. ~ president of Hart Coldies include redistribution of lege, students have asked me quesmale/female floors (if we have more tions about the reduction of choices in
women than men, we need more Winslow this year, and the rumors
female floors than male floors), the that have been spread about the faciluse of Woods Hall as a residential ity closure have generated a fairly
building, or faster movement on the large student response. If money has
plan to bUild new housing.
to be saved, save us money, not the
Many other campus facilities also university. Every year we pay more

and now we get less. Something doesn't add up.
I guess you could term this a call to
arms to my fellow on-campus residents. If you are concerned about the
changes that are taking place around
you,
speak
up.
The Residential College ~sociation
exists to voice concerns like this and
your participation can amplify that
voice. Other student organizations
(SGA, your own College Councils, e~. )
can also hold powerful sway over that
administration. Single voices can ..be
united and bring about the change we
want to see. Murray State depends
upon our money to operate, let us use
the power we have to gain control of
what happens to that money.

Steven Stroud is the president of Hart
College.

Tragic death remembered
For many students on campus,
this week marked a tragic memory
that will forever remain in their
mind and in their hearts. The death
of a Murray State student who
touched so many other lives as a
Summer Orientation counselor,
Murray State cheerleader, friend,
fellow classmate and sorority sister.
Although two years have passed,
Ginger Adams' charisma and vivacious spirit are still a part of Mur·
ray State as they were when she
entered as a freshman in 1992.
I am sad to say that my relation·
ship with Ginger was one of a Simple passing "hello," however, those
who knew her wel1 speak of fond
memories of a loving friend.
Ginger and I were to be Summer
Ori~ntation counselors together
until the sudden and tragic accident
took her life. When the 1995 Summer 0 Counselors found out about
her death, we were attending a conference at Clemson University. It
was at that time when we were
faced with losing a friend and fellow
counselor. We knew and accepted
the fact that we had an emotional
roller coaster ahead of us. Our
choices were to leave the conference
and return home to a solemn Uni·
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versity or proceed on with the com·
petition and win the coveted "Spirit
Award" that Ginger so wanted to
achieve.
.AP. a team we decided to devote
our effort to winning that award for
Ginger. It was a difficult decision.
One that we questioned throughout
the conference. But I can speak for
all of the other counselors in saying
that the support shown by all the
universities attending that conference made our decision easier to
accept.
At the award ceremony on the last
day of the conference, when we were
awarded first place in spirit, Ginger's presence was truly felt.
Once the conference was over, we
were faced with the reality of com·
ing back to our University that was
mourning the death of a very active

young lady who was so full of life.
During that long bus ride home, we
held those who knew her well and
consoled each other as part of the
grieving process.
Not a day passes when I don't
think about her close friends, sorority sisters and most of all her fami·
ly, and how they have dealt with the
loss of someone so precious.
I can only hope that as young people, we have learned from this tragic experience. We should thank God
for every day that he gives us and
appreciate our friends and family
who give us strength.
I rest assure that Ginger is look·
ing over us and cheering us on as we
walk through life.
when I think about Ginger and
her energetic spirit, I realize that
shg. would.J)ot want us to feel pain
for her death but remember her
incredible accomplishments as an
outstanding student and tremendous asset to this University. Gin·
ger Adams' .s pirit will always
remain in the hearts of those who
knew her and be an integral part of
Murray State University.

Maria C. Tsataros is a Senior journalism major from Jackson Fla.

The grass isn't any greener
Dangers should not keep
people from enjoying life
If you smoke, you will get lung cancer.
If you go tanning, you will get sun cancer.
If you eat a cheeseburger with extra mayonnaise, you will die an of a massive heart
attack before the age of 25. I watch
Health Beat. I know the facts.
The local news highlights the everyday
horrors oflife to the adults. Then the parents warn the children·of consequences.
Parents tell their children that every·
thing is dangerous. "Don't climb the tree;
you'll fall ofT and break your leg." "Don't
watch TV too close; you'll go blind." My
personal favorite was always, "Don't cross
your eyes; if someone hits you in the back
of the head your eyes will stay that way."
I never told Mom, but I climbed the
tree. I watched TV with my nose touching
it. I would even convince the other kids to
make a horrible faces with their eyes
crossed then hit them from behind. They
never actually stayed like that.
I only saw one person fall out of the
tree, but he didn't sustain any great
injury. The next week he was climbing
the tree again.
Since my tree-climbing days, I have
been bombarded with a new list of things
that could seriously injure or even kill me.
Everything we do has its own risks.
Walking alone, talking to strangers,
drinking, smoking, even getting out of bed
in the morning can have a downside. But,
to be happy in life we must take a few
chances and a few risks.
Risks come in all fonns. Maybe the risk
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was as simple as falling from a tree, or it
could be driving too fast.
We are constantly being warned about
everything.
If every night you turn on the nightly
news and watch intently for an hour, you
might decide that everything in the world
can hurt you somehow. Weli, it can .
But, just because everything has the
potential of harming you in some way you
still must continue to live.
Some people take the warnings too seri·
ously. As children they never climbed
trees. As adults they will teach their chil·
dren that trees have live animals in the
trunks and they will catch some crazy disease if they get bit.
Take the warnings seriously, but not
too much. We can't protect ourselves from
everything, so we might as well relax and
hope for the best.

Jennifer Sacharnoski is the Viewpoznt
Editor for the Murray State News.

Everyone's heard the phrase "the
grass is always greener on the other
side." Most people believe this as
persistently as Hare Kirshnas
believe they can accomplish world
peace by distributing flowers in airport terminals throughout the
world. I, on the other hand, don't
think there is an ounce of truth to
this phrase.
I am not a student at Murray
State. I'm not even from Kentucky.
I'm from Pennsylvania and attend
Rutgers University in New Jersey.
Now, the question with which I
have been confronted all week
enters your mind: ''Why on earth
are you visiting Murray of all
places?"
No, I didn't come to my senses
and realize that southerners really
are more sophisticated, or even
'experience a moment of insanity. 1
am spending my spring break here
so I can spend some rarely available
quality time with my best friend.
Sure, many of my friends decided to
blow their savings on a week of
shooting tequila on the warm
beaches of Panama City.
Yes. having a real tan in the middle of March would be a welcome
change, but rve done the beach
scene before and will do it again. I
spend everyday with my newfound
college cronies and was starting to
miss my best friend even more than
usual. So instead of staying at home
with the folks for an entire week or
hitting the beaches, l decided to opt
for someplace I had never been.
I booked a flight to Nashville en
route to Murray. This decision was
one I was sure would deliver an
adventure. People here tend to disagree.
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Believe it or not, there are nights
where
I sit in my room bored
My
beyond belief. My point is that bore·
()jJi Jl i< >17
dom has the potential to exist
everywhere. Whether or not · it
becomes an issue is a personal
COURTNEY
choice. I was once told that only borBOCK
ing people experience boredom. I
don't know how strongly I agree,
but I do know that life is only what
you make of it.
When it comes down to sitting
No one here seems to be content
around
doing nothing but thinking
with their current surroundings.
about
all
the things you would love
Everyone complains about the lack
to
be
doing
or actually doing them,
of entertaining things to do, implystop
giving
yourself
a headache. do
ing that there is more fun to be had
out
and
do
something,
anything.
just about anywhere but Murray.
It's
not
about
how
many dance
Well, you cowboys might want to
clubs
are
in
the
near
distance or
grab your hats before you read the
whether
or
not
your
county
is wet or
next sentence. I have had the time
dry
or
whether
you
see
city
lights or
of my life here. From the moment I
miles
of
nothing
but
open
fields
arrived Saturday night, I was swept
when
you
look
out
your
window.
It's
up in a whirlwind of good ole' south·
about
the
company
your
choose,
not
ern hospitality which made me feel
wasting
your
time
with
people
who
I could relax, be myself, and enjoy.
With sororities and fraternities could care less about you and your
encompassing such a large portion dreams. It's about taking what you
of the population on campus, it have in front of you and applying
seems like there's always a place to one of those fundamental elements
party. And when I say always, I we were taught in kindergarten:
mean always. If Greek life happens imagination.
Or maybe we're directing our
not to be your thing, there is always
imaginations
in the wrong direcL. B. L., taking a road trip to
tion.
The
grass
isn't really greener
Nashville, or heading "down south"
over
yonder,
but
it certainly can
for the night. Every night I was conappear
that
way.
That's human
fronted not with task of searching
nature
at
its
finest,
or maybe just
for entertainment, but instead with
human
habit.
Here's
a tip from a
the dilemma of deciding which of
Yankee:
enjoy
what
you
have while
several options to choose.
you
have
it.
You'll
soon
find that
Rutgers, having over 25,000 stu· ·
dents, is a very large university. there isn't any time left to complain
One would assume with so many about a problem which no longer
over stressed, youthful students exists.
running around that the party
scene would be almost too prevalent Courtney Bock is a freshman from
Rutgers University in NJ.
to focus on anything else.
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"Friends don't let friends
drive drunk."
"Just say no."
These are phrases which
have been etched into the
minds of American youth
for. decades by teachers, parents and mentors; however,
the number of d rivingunder-the-influence arrests
has increased in the
Calloway County area.
Here:S what you need to
know to keep yourself - and
others - safe on the road.

Avoiding drunken
driving easy with
designated driver
BY CHRISTINE H ALL
STAFF WRITER

Through Feb. 28 of this year
eight people have been arrested on the Murray State campus, according to Public Safety
records.
Compared with other college
campuses in Kentucky, Murray
rates in the middle with the
number ofDUI arrests in 1996.
At
the
University
of
Kentucky, 65 DUI arrests were
made between the months of
January and June of 1996,
according to Tim Smith,
records clerk for Public Safety
at UK.
In contrast, the University of
Louisville reported only 10 DUI
arrests for 1996, and so far has
a clear record in 1997, according to Doug Givans of U of L
Public Safety.
Murray State's Greek organizations are hoping to decrease
the number of on-campus DUI
arrest by setting standards for
• its members and others who
attend their parties.
Sigma P i president Mike
Burton says his fraternity
takes effective measures in
preventing intoxicated partygoers from leaving.
"We check IDs at the door,
and no one can drink unless
they are 21," he said.
"Designated
drivers
are
assigned and two people stand
at the end of the driveway and
check cars when the party is
over. Essentially, there are
three different stops before
someone can leave."
Alpha Sigma Alpha sorority
relations
officer
Wendy
Alexander said her sorority
sends around a sign-up sheet
for designated drivers during
each meeting before a party.
~e usually don't have any
problems," she said.
Parties, however, are not the
only place where drinking
occurs. Places such as the Big

Apple Cafe in nearby Puryear,
Tenn., also serves alcohol.
Skip Chambers, an employee
at the Big Apple, says the
establishment takes steps to
prevent drinking by minors.
"Of all the places, people
'
know we stress
the most about
preventing underage drinking," he said.
Chambers said it is difficult
to ensure customers drink
responsibly, but the Big Apple's
employees try to identify potential problems.
"How can you stop someone
from leaving a place of business?" he said. "But we do stop
people from drinking if they
have had too much and check
to make sure they have a designated driver."
Chambers said most MSU
students who come to the Big
Apple to drink bring designated drivers.
~e do card drinkers, and
most students will bring a des·
ignated driver with them or
have someone drop them off
and pick them up." he said.
Some MSU students said
that while they do drink at par·
ties, they try to find safe rides
home.
"I stay where I am if I know
the people or find someone to
drive me home," said Todd
Rushing, junior from Paducah.
"I know people I can trust and
those I don't for a ride."
Jessica Naas, freshman from
Hopkinsville said she always
has a designated driver when
she drinks.
"I try to make sure my designated driver is not drunk," she
said. "I do attempt to find a
sober driver."
Other students go to parties
and are the designated drivers.
"I have taken people home
who I don't know just so they
won't kill thems~lves , " said
Holly Grant, sophomore from
Evansville, Ind.

Mandy Wolf/ Associate Editor

Photo illustration hy Seth Dixon

Zero tolerance
Drunken driving laws in Kentucky strictly defint:d
BY MANDY W O LF
ASSOCIATE EDITOR

It was a great time.
They'd gone to the area
known
as
"South,"
the
Kentucky-Tennessee borderline where alcoholic beverages
are bought and consumed by
the gallon each night. They'd
visited a favorite college nightspot, drank a few beers to relax
and then headed back to school.
It was one of the worst mistakes they'd ever made.
The driver had had one or
two too many. He swerved in
and out of the dotted line, head·
lights bouncing off the road.
And then the light came from
behind. Bright white lights at
first, then red and blue as the
siren began to wail. The driver's life would soon screech to
a halt, scarred forever by the
dri vi ng-whi le-in toxicated
arrest marking his criminal
record.
While this scenario is fictional, it is an all-too-common
event in the daily lives of some
Aunericans.
.
So what exactly is "driving
under the influence?"
According to the state of
Kentucky, driving under the
influence is not a criminal
offense; rather, it is considered
as a traffic violation for the
first three offenses. The four
time a person is arrested, the
act becomes a class D felony
offense and may result in time

served in the Kentucky State
DUI Laws in Kentucky
Penitentiary in Eddyville.
Bobby Holmes, a patrol capDriving under the influence in Kentucky is not a crimitain with the Murray Police
nal offense; it is a traffic violation that can result in
Department, s aid his patrol
the
following penalties:
officers enforce the Kentucky
state law to the fullest .
• First offenu In a five-year period: Fined not less than $200
He said his law enforcement
nor more than $500 and imprisonment In the county jail for no
officials look for specific indicaless than 48 hours nor more than 30 days.
tors that a person operating a
• Second offense In a five-year period: Fined not less than
motor vehicle is intoxicated or
$350 nor more than $500 and Imprisonment In the county jail for
under the influence of a drug.
not less than seven days nor more than six months. May also
They look for: weaving, the
include community service.
most prevalent indicator; lack
• Third offense In a five-year period: Fined not less than $500
of headlights; driving excesnor more than $1,000 and imprisonment in the county jafl for not
sively slow or fast; making wide
less than 30 days and no~ more than 12 months. May also
turns or running stop lights.
Include community service.
After a person has been
• Fourth offense In a five-year period: Class D Felony offense
stopped by a law enforcement
resulting in a one- to fiVe-year sentence in the Kentucky State
official. there are three tests
Penitentiary.
that are usually adminis tered
to see if a person is intoxicated.
Source: Kentucky Revised Statutes
The first requires a suspect to
walk a number of steps heel to
Mandy Wolf/ Associate Editor
toe, tum and repeat the steps.
The second test requires the blood level deemed intoxicated drinking age is 21 because the
officer to hold a pen in front of by the state. If a suspect refus- lining of the brain matures and
the suspects' eyes and to have es the test, a driver's license becomes thicker at age 21 or 22.
The Regional Prevention
him or her follow the pen with may be revoked.
eyes only as the officer moves
Lois Pharris, vice president Center, located in Paducah, is
the pen from side to side.
of the Purchase area champi- one of the leading centers in
"Thi::; is the best indication if ons for a more drug-free western Kentucky in the distria person is dnmk because their Kentucky, said some students bution of information about
eyes will involuntarily twitch,'' believe having a designated alcoholism and drunken drihe said . ..You can hardly fool driver allows the others in the ving.
Through the center, an orgathis test."
group to binge-drink.
A final test requires the sus"The designated driver needs nization has sprung into the
pect to stand on one foot and to know the responsibilities," area known as RID - Remove
keep balance.
she said. "If they take on these Intoxicated Drivers. The orgaSometimes, a suspect will be responsibilities, they need to be nization was founded in 1978.
For more infonnation about
asked to take a Breathalyzer able to recognize when their
RID or the center, call 759test, which can detennine if he friends are in difficulty."
or she is above the .10 akoholPharris said the legalized 4938.
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GPA rising at universities across country
to other issues this school year.
Like universities such as
Harvard and Princeton, the
university has experienced significant grade inflation over
the last decade. There has been
a .23 increase in the overall
GPA in the last twelve years.
The average GPA in 1984, as
noted by the Office of Institutional studies, was 2.65 in the
fall semester. The GPA for fall
1996 was 2.88.
Concerned with GPA inflation last year, deans and
administrators supported t he
idea of an investigation of grad-

•Acad em ics: A debate
over the significance of
grade
infiation
has
administrators and students concerned.
B Y PAIGE LEAVI n
T~-tE 0Ail y TEXAN

UN IVERSITY Of TEXAS

(U-WIRE) AUSTIN, TexasAlthough the overall grade
point average for the University of Texas has risen from 2.83
points to 2.88 points in the past
. four years, the issue of grade
inflation has taken a back seat

ing policies throughout campus.
A year later, Romo said grade
inflation is less important than
issues like academic advising.
"We never launched any particular study concerning grade
inflation this year," said Romo.
"We sense that this is not a
problem or at least is a problem
that is common to most universities."
Romo said student groups
have not "been coming a round
lately to talk on this specific
subject."
A reason for grade infl ation
can be attributed to the size of

the university, Romo said.
"With visiting faculty that
come for only short periods of
time, we end up having a high
number t hat believe students
should receive A's and B's,"
Romo said. "The majority of the
faculty is conscientious enough
to be fair and not arbitrary."
The faculty discourages limits set by instructors like allowing only 5 percent of a class to
be eligible for an A, Romo said.
"Some of the elite campuses
are having much more of a
problem than we a re," Romo
said. "We now have better stu·
dents com ing through with

dent Jeff Tsai said many students are unaware of their
instructor's curve policy due to
the confusion between the fac- .
ulty and the Dean of Students
Office.
"Grading polides need to be
effectively
communicated,"
Tsai said.
"Professors definitely need
more control over grading. It is
not the answer to create a mold
some students can't fit."
Tsai, then President-elect,
also said he was concerned
about effectively communicating grading policies to students
from the beginning.

Expo helps students get jobs

Topping it off

-Job fairs: Career Expo
is set to give Murray State
students a glimpse at
many different possible
career paths.
BY DONALD lAWSON
St AFf WRITER

Chris Weatherly/Staff

Jill Turner, senior nursing major from LaCenter, tries on her graduadon cap and gown
with some assistance from Je nny Bennett.
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Murray State students will
have the opportunity to meet
representatives from more
t han 50 area companies at the
1997 S pring Career Expo
March 26 in the Curris Center
ballroom from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.
For t hose unable to attend
the Career Expo, sponsored by
Car eer Services, a reception
will be held March 25 on the
second floor of the Curris Center from 5 to 7 p.m. offering

308 South 12th Street 759-2500

•does aot include professio!lal feoa.. dlsposableif~nl replacemeat c6nlacll. or Qthor dliCOWIIS.

for graduates is high.
"Recruiters want to see more
students," she said. "Students
should take advantage of this
opportunity to network."
Winchester added that in
addition to those seeking permanent employment, students
seeking inten1ships or co-ops
may benefit from the Career
Expo.
Ross Meloan, director of
Career Services, said that as a
result of the contacts made by
the students during the Career
Expo, many will get a second
opportunity to interview.
Winchester encourages students to come prepared to ask
questions. She also requested
that student wear appropriate
dress attir e and bring their
resumes.
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students a chance to meet with
representatives on a casual
basis and share resumes.
Gina Winche:;ter, assistant
director of Career Services,
said many students utilize the
Career Expo, but she would
like to see Lhe number
increase.
"Four hundred students participate on averag~," she said.
"I would love to see that number double. This is a good
opportunity for students to get
a feel for the job market."
There will be a wide variety
of companies attending the
event. Careers in health care,
correction, retail, journalism
will be represented. A career
day for those in the education
field will be held April 23.
Winchester said the demand

Parties &
Business
Ina Rest•uaat ouseMeetings
406 N. 72th St. "159-2348
Welcome!

Largest
Buffet inCh:

Murray.I
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higher expectations. There
may be frustration concerned
with the faculty for not keeping
up with that."
A report fr om the University
of California at Los Angeles
Higher Education Research
Institute released last fall confirms that a higher percentage
of freshmen coming into college
are "A 6tudents."
The study involved 500 universities, including the Uuiversity.
Freshmen have reported
higher grades this year than in
any of the previous surveys.
Student Government Presi-
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Racer Round-Up Championship Rodeo Week
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New anti-smoking law brings criticism
-smoking: A new federal
law states that people who
try to buy cigarettes and
appear to be under 27
must be carded.
BY M ARISA W ONG
THE DAILY CALIFORNIAN
UNIVERSITY OF (AllfORNIA·8EilKEL£Y

(U-WIRE> BERKELEY, Calif.
- "'A pack of Marlboro," a tall,
mid-20s-looking woman reque8l·
ed of Phillip Kim, the clerk at
Johnston's Market, a tiny convenience store on Telegraph
Avenue.
"ID?" Kim asked before handing over a box of cigarettes.
Because of a new federal law
that went into effect last month.
buying cigarettes won't be as
easy as simply slapping money
down on the counter for those
wlio appear under the age of 27
- customers now also have to
slap down an 10.
The nationwide regulation,
implemented on Feb. 28 and
endorsed by the Food and Drug
Administration, requires all merchants to card those who look
under 27 years of age who

attempt to buy tobacco. It also
makes illegal the sale of cigarettes or smokeless tobacco to a
minor, which was already an
offense under state law.
"'Before the law, I would
assume that girl was old enough
(to buy cigarettes)," Kim
explained. "But now I have to
check everybody."
Anti-tobacco activists hope
that by forcing stores to card all
younger-looking
customers,
minors will be discouraged from
buying cigarettes.
"There has to be a lot of kids
buying cigarettes in small grocery stores where enforcement is
lax," said Pete Hanauer, a member of Americans for Non-Smokers and co-author of 'The Cigarette Papers." "Now it's going to
be a little harder for them to buy,
and anything that is harder is
good."
Local merchants said the new
law seems to be dissuading
minors from attempting to buy
tobacco directly from stores. A
clerk at Big Al's said his store
loses $300 to $500 a day in the
sale of cigarettes to minors. Most
stores, however, have not noticed
large fluctuations of incoming

revenue from tobacco sales.
"About 25 percent of our customers don't have an ID," said
Jesse Meyer, who works at Top
Dog.
"When they don't, they go to
another store or I hear them just
go outside and ask someone out
there to buy for them,'' she said.
Merchants who sell tobacco to
minors are fined $250 on the first
citation and up to $1,500 for the
fifth citation. Health officials
hope this will serve as a deterrent, especially for the clerks.
Many smokers said that since
the law has passed, they have
noticed an increase in photo ID
checks, especially if they are not
regular customers.
"If I go there regularly they
don't card me," said 23-year-old
Tim Hordon, an environmental
science major. "Otherwise, I'm
getting carded everywhere."
Some · minors said, though,
that there are certain stores that
still sell to them. Others said the
new regulations have not affected them at all because they have
always obtained cigarettes from
older friends.
"I don't see the new law having
any real drastic effect,,. said a

high school student who declined violations.
a strategy is developed - we
to give his name. "It doesn't
Over the next year and a half, don't want to rush into anychange anything because I can the state plans to implement thing."
always fmd a way to get it."
more regulations, including one
A committee composed of
Berkeley police and health offi- that would ban tobacco advertis- health officials, city employees,
cials conducted a sting operation ing within 1,000 feet of a school police officers and school officials
two weeks ago, sending coached or public playground.
plan to meet to discuss methods
teenagers into 30 stores to
"We want to target the prob- of enforcement.
attempt to buy cigarettes. Eleven lem from all different levels While Brown-Machen admitof those 30 stores, or 36.6 per- get merchants not to sell, get ted that the law may aggravate
cent, were willing to sell to the movies to exclude scenes with the relationship between youths
minors, reported city officials.
smokers, limit tobacco· advertis- and police, she said that it may
The stores that checked for ID ing and get kids not to use," said deter minors from taking up cigand refused to sell to minors Brown-Machen.
arette smoking.
Another state law also aims to
were rewarded certificates while
"Smoking becomes a social
those that did not were fmed crack down on minors' possession mechanism," she said. "Perhaps
$200 on the spot.
of tobacco. The legislation, which if there was this deference it
"I was a little surprised it was went into effect two weeks prior would be just enough for kids to
that high because over the last to the federal law, slaps a penal- have an excuse and say, 'I can't
six years, it went down from 90 ty of $75 or 30 hours of commu- be caught because I'll get in troupercent to 10 percent of stores nity service on minors found car- ble with my mom' or 'I don't have
willing to sell to minors," said rying any form of tobacco.
the $75 ."'
Marcia Brown-Machen, director
But Berkeley police are postBut opponents of the law say
of the city's Tobacco Prevention poning enforcement of the law that it will distract enforcement
and Control program.
until the department has devel- agencies from focusing on more
Brown-Machen said her office oped a unified strategy for its serious crimes, and that the
hopes to increase merchants' implementation, said Lt. Walt tobacco industries, not the chilawareness of the new regulations Randle.
dren, should be targeted.
and encourage businesses to
"There is a large number of
"I don't like the idea of making
move tobacco products and people carrying tobacco; the leg· criminals out of kids in possesadvertising behind the counter. islation is counterproductive," sion of just a couple cigarettes,"
Volunteers plan to visit stores to said Randle. "Rounding up young Hanauer said. "It takes too much
inform salespeople of the federal people who are smoking isn't fea- attention away from the actual
policies and the repercussions of sible. We are going to wait until sales of tobacco."
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OnCcnnpus
· Fellowship forms
due March 31
Students interested in
applying for the Jesse Stuart Fellowship have until
March 31 to submit an
application for the $4,800
award, available for the
1997-98 academic year.
Applicants must be entering or currently enrolled
in graduate school in the
filed of mass communicaor
tions,
education
humanities.
Recipients
must also be attending
school full-time and have
no other MSU employment or assistantships.
Application forms or
more information may be
obtained by writing to the
Jesse Stuart Fellowship
Committee at PO Box 9,
Murray, KY 42071 or call
762-2387.

Deadline to drop
courses set
Students are reminded
that March 28 is the last
day to drop any fullsemester
course
by
RACER-TOUCH
· or
change any full-semester
course from credit to
audit at the registration
office. The registration
office is open 8 a.m. until
4:30
p.m.,
Monday
through Friday.

TV-I I introduces

new programming
MSU's TV-I I has undergone a mood shift as
"Classic Arts Showcase," a
24-hour classical music
video network debuts.
MSU TV-I I, seen on channel I I on Murray cablevision, is a service of MSU's
department of journalism
and mass communications. The channel offers
local information, sports
and entertainment programming Sunday through
Thursdays from 6 to I 0
p.m. when University
classes are in session. For
more information, contact
Bob Lochte at 762-4661.

Renters need beware
Bv JENNIFER POTIER
ASSISTANT COllEGE LIFE EDITOR

Life in the residential colleges got
you down? Looking for your own
place that's bigger, quieter, and has
fewer restrictions?
Off-campus housing may be for
you.
Students currently living offcampus toast the benefits of their
move.
"You have more freedom and
more privacy," said Kerri Williams,
senior from Wardell, Mo. "And
more room. Those dorms are so little."
Amount of space was the deciding
factor when Williams and her four
roommates chose their townhouse.
They all wanted to live together
and since the apartment had five
bedrooms it was ideal.
Johnny Tindall, junior from
Owensboro moved out of the residential colleges because he wanted
a quieter place to live.
"I get more done," he said. "In the
dorms you can't go down the hall
and tell everyone to be quiet. Here
you have a quieter, more comfort. able place to go."
On the other hand, living on your
own is not all roses. Tindall said by
living away from campus he sometimes feels distant from what is
going on.
Other students tell horror stories
of unreliable landlords and crumbling apartments.
Williams said she has problems
with landlords who are slow to
make repairs. For example when
their dishwasher went out it took
weeks to get it fixed. The realtors
kept saying the part would arrive
in two weeks, but it didn't get fixed
until later.
"' just keep on calling and bugging them until they get it done,"
she said.
Ken Allgood, senior from Calvert

City had major problems with his
first apartment.
"Our washing machine exploded,"
he said. "ll kept filling up and
wouldn't stop."
At other times the glass fell out
of the windows and had to be
replaced, while the air conditioning
unit cooled outdoors rather than
indoors.
"If you were standing outside it
was cold, but inside it was hot," he
said.
Students stress that when shopping for an apartment, prospective
renters should talk to other students, start early and shop around.
Local realtors also offer advice for
first time renters.'
Kala Thompson, property manager for Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors, said students should be
sure to find out who is responsible
for yard work and repairs. Many,
but not all landlords take responsi·
bility for these duties.
Amos McCarty, a real estate broker/salesman for Kopperud Realty,
suggested looking for an older
house to share with three or four
friends to lessen the costs.
"With a duplex it is usually just
you and one other person and you
will usually pay more for it," he
said.
He also advises students to look
into renters insurance to protect
their valuables.
"Most landlords don't carry it," he
said. "I recommend it because the
contents of the buildings are not
covered under the other policy."
Eviction is another issue to
address when considering renting.
McCarty said most landlords will
evict a tenant who fails to pay rent,
violates regulations against pets,
has four or five people living in a
two-person dwelling and for obnoxious behavior. Students should be •
aware of any rules or regulations
before moving in.

Avoid a renting nightmare
Before moving In renters should...
(;( Ask about the lease terms and if it can be broken.
Negotiate who is responsible for home and yard
maintenance.
·

l!f'

Find out what day of each month rent is due.
Ask rn>w much utilities run each month.

Check windows and doors to see if they are airtight.

Make sure the house has smoke detectors that

l!f work.

Be sure each bedroom has a window that provides

l!f ~ escape route in case of fire.

Source: Artie Haneline, Rre MarshaH; Amos McCarty, Kopperud
Realty; Kala ThOmpSOn, Century 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors
Jon Lowry/Graphics Manager

Residential halls not for all

Commencement
materials available

Bv

SARAH WIGHT

COllEGE LIFE EDilOR

Seniors unable to attend
Senior Salute should contact the Registrar's Office,
Student Loan Accounting,
Career Services, the
Alumni Association and
the University Bookstore.
In order to participate in
commencement exercises, graduates must purchase a cap, gown, and
tassel. These are available
at the bookstore. The
cost is $19.95 for Bachelors and $22.95 for Masters. Honor cords are
$7.50 and hoods for Master's are $50.

Financial aid forms
due April I
Students seeking federal
financial aid for 1997-98
must fill out the Free
Application for Federal
Student Aid by April Iand
submit it to the Student
Financial Aid Office.
Compiled by Katie Thomas,

staff

Chris Weatherly/Staff

Seth Dixon /Sraff

Murray State's newly implemented residential college system was designed to make
residential halls the center of
activity and college life.
As the cornerstone of the
residential college system, residential halls are suppose to
provide "a living-learning
environment that enhances
and promotes growth and
development of a diverse population, facilities that are well
maintained, safe, clean for
students and can accommodate residential life programs ... ," according to the
Mission Statement for Residential Life in the Student
Handbook.
Considering this, the residence halls would seem to be
the ideal place to live. However, many students choose to
move off campus when given
the option.
The majority of the population of students living in the
residence halls are freshmen
and sophomores who are
required to live on campus by
Murray State regulations.
Only about 35 percent of the
students living in residence
halls are juniors, seniors or

graduate students, according
to Paula Hulick, director of
housing.
Why do many students find
the residence halls unappealing?
For some students the problem is the limited space in the
dorms.
"I really didn't like living in
such cramped space," said
Trent Ryan, senior from St.
Louis. "It's n really small room
for two people."
Tricia Templeton, graduate
student from Owensboro, said
the lack of room in the dorms
played a big part in her decision to move off campus.
"Basically the living
arrangements are better," she
said. "You don't have to live,
sleep and eat in the same
room."
Carissa Swift. sophomore
from Owensboro said she
plans to move off campus next
year after two years of living
in the residence halls because
she is tired of dealing with
residence hall regulations and
the large number of people in
the halls.
· 'l can't want to move out
because I feel like I am living
in a jail," she said. "I understand they have to have rules
but it ~eems like they take it a

\

little too far."
She added, "You always
have to deal with complaints
from your neighbors and problems with other people. You
can't get along with all 500
people you live with."
For many people the large
number of people in the halls
makes it harder to find a
place to study.
"A Jot of time when you're
trying to study it's not real
quite," said Templeton. "You
always have someone knocking on your door or calling and
you don't have any privacy."
Rice said he found that the
dining options were much bet·
ter off campus.
"You don't have to walk to
the cafeteria to eat," he said.
"You don't have to worry
about and a meal plan or having a card to swipe through.
You don't have to worry about
losing meals and money
because you didn't eat."
For many students, the
biggest problem with the halls
is that they just don't feel like
home.
Templeton said, "If I have
the option of going home or
staying off campus with a
friend I generally do that
because the dorms just aren't
real homey."

CollegeLife
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Only one will be chosen
Miss MSU 1997 will be crowned Saturday night iri Lovett Auditorium
BY NATALIE PEEK
STAFF WRITER

Murray State.n
The theme of the
pageant is "On
Broadway" and the
contestants have
been practicing since
the beginning of
February to perfect
the opening dance
number choreographed by Marci
Beasley of Paducah.
In addition to 1
practice, the contes·
tants have also had
a retreat to get to
know each other.
"It's not competitive," Kelly said.
"We've all gotten to
be good friends.n
Deidra Holcomb, a
senior candidate who
participated last
year, agreed that it
hasn't been competitive and added that
this year "everyone
is closer as a group
because we've done
.___ _ _ _ _ ___::.;.....;..;c;;,.-..;........;..,_ __;,;:;;...:;;._K_e_lly-W-eb-bi-G-u-es..Jt things to try to get

While stereotypes might
abound in most pageants,
20 Murray State women
will refute them Saturday
night as they take the
stage in hopes of becoming
the next Miss MSU.
Contestants are judged
not only on the evening
gown portion the audience
will see Saturday night,
but also on a preliminary
interview with the judges
Saturday morning.
After combining the two
scores, the field of 20 will
be reduced to five, and
they will then begin with a
clean slate. An onstage
question for each contestant will complete the competition.
The woman crowned
Miss MSU will receive a
$850 scholarship, along
with prizes and gift certificates donated from area
businesses. The four runners-up will also be awardThe 1997 Miss MSU candidates are (from top) Alison Hill, Kandi to know each other."
ed scholarships of lesser
Bradford, Keri Bazzell, Ashley Brooks, Katherine Page, Amy
Kacey Buchanan,
amounts.
Warden,
Sandy
Stone,
Fran
Sanders,
Belinda
Vandergriff,
Lorrie
freshman
candidate,
Unlike· Mr. MSU, the
Ham,
Bree
Blchon,
Shanna
Moore,
Kelsle
Hancock,
Angle
Wlladded,
"I
feel
really
Miss MSU program does
Butler,
Angle
Roberts,
Celeste
Taylor,
Nicole
Hughhonored
to
be
choson,
Angie
not include a talent compees,
Deidra
Holcomb
and
Christy
Slvia.
Not
pictured
is
Kacey
sen.
I've
had
a
lot of
tition because it is affiliatBuchanan.
fun
at
practices,
and
ed with the Miss USA
getting to know the
pageant, a pageant that
sen because they "will represent
other contestants."
does not include a talent portion.
Murray State in the best possible
Julie Boram, Miss MSU 1996, said
To be eligible, contestants are
manner."
the
pageant experience for her was
nominated by campus organizations.
"incredible."
The 60 nominees were interviewed
Kelly believes the Miss MSU
by members ofthe community, facul- pageant benefits the contestants
"Getting to know the girls, the
ty, and the previous Miss MSU.
dedication that was present...I
because it "gives the girls a good
Megan Kelly, pageant coordinator,
acquired a lot of friends I otherwise
experience with the interview, and
said this year's candidates were cho- it's a chance for them to represent
wouldn't have met." she said.

.ZCFY Elections
coming April 8-9
Pick up applications
in the SGA office today.
Positions open for election:
President
Vice-president
Secretary
Treasurer
Academic College Senators
Applications due in the SGA office
on March 25, at noon.

Mandatory meeting for all candidates
will be held at 3:30p.m. on March 25 in
the Barkley Room in the Curris Center.

Opportunities with Pepsi
in W. Ky and N .W. Tn.
School to Work Program
*FULL TIME SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
*PART TIME OURING ACADEMIC YEAR
*TRAINING AND E-XPERIENCE
*LEADS TO FULL TIME UPON GHADUAl'lON

*COLLEGE OF BUSINESS MAJORS
*MUST HAVE COMPLETED 60 SEMESrER HOURS
*MUST HAVE RELIABLE THANSPOHTATION

Territorial Sales Representatives
*SEl'iiORS A~D GRADUATES

*ESTABLISIIED KY. OH TN. ZONE
*PROFESSIONAL SAL~S
*LOCAL AND NATIONAL MARKETING PIWGBAMS
*EXCELLENT SALARY-BENEFITS
*SALFS MANAGEMENT OPPOUTUNITIES
How to Apply:
Through Career Ser~ice Office in
Ordway llall. Repre8entati...es will be at Career
Expo lUal"ch 26 and inter-view on campus April 16.

Questions? Call (502) 527-5088
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WeekJlbecu/
Friday, March 21
•Rodeo- Intercollegiate Rodeo, 7 p.m., Expo Center, $5
•Deadline -Associate and baccalaureate degree applications due for Aug. 1997
graduates
•Theater - MSU Theater presents "The Diary of Anne Frank" 7 p.m., Johnson Theater
•Symposium- Jesse Stuart Writing Symposium, 7:30p.m .• Pogue Library
•Movie -"Crumb", 7:30 p.m., Curris Center Theater
.,nitlatlo n - Alpha Sigma Lambda Initiation and adult student honors reception, 6
p.m .. Small Ballroom, Curris Center.

Saturday, March 22
•Mo vie- "Crumb", 7:30p.m., Curr~s Center Theater
•Rodeo - Intercollegiate Rodeo, 7 p.m., Expo Center, $5
•Theater - MSU Theater presents "The Diary of Anne Frank" 7 p.m., Johnson Theater
•Symposium- Jesse Stuart Writing Symposium, 9:30a.m., Room 208 Faculty Hall
-Junior J a m - 12:30 to 4:30 p.m., Curris Center
•Baseball - Breds vs. Austin Peay, 1 p.m., Reagan Field
•Pageant - Miss MSU, 7:30 p.m., Lovett Auditorium
-Jazz - Jazz Band Festival, 8 p.m., Performing Arts Hall
•LSAT ·Test preparation course, 9 a.m. to 12 p.m., $295, 762-2160
-MCAT -Ttest preparation course, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., $895, 762-2160

Sunday, March 23
•Music - MCMA International Trio, 3:30 p.m., Lovett Auditorium
eGMAT- Test preparation course,1 to 4 p.m .• $295, 762-2160
eGRE - Test preparation course, 1 to 4 p.m., $295, 762·2160

Monday, March 24
•Baseball- Breds versus Samford, 3 p.m., Reagan Reid
•Talent Show - Springer-Franklin Talent Show, 7 p.m., Curris Center Theater
•Meeting- Young Republicans, 4:30p.m., Ohio Room Curris Center
•Meeting- Clark College Council meeting, 9:15p.m.

Tuesday, March 25
•Line Dancing -Long John Silvers, 7 to 10 p.m .
•Recita l - Senior Recital by Steven Page, 8 p.m., trombone, Performing Arts Hall
-career Expo - Curris Center, 5 to 7 p.m., reception

Wednesday, March 26
-career Expo - 9 a.m. to 1 p.m., Curris Center, 1 to 5 p.m.. formal interviews
-Luncheon- Baptist Student Union luncheon, 12:20 p.m .. $1, everyone invited
-concert - KMEA Concert Band Festival, Lovett Auditorium, day long rehearsals
-Baseball -Breds versus Evansville, 3 p.m., Reagan Field
•Meeting - Murray Christian Fellowship, 6:30 p.m., 1508 Chestnut

Thursday, March 27
-Meeting -Alcoholics Anonymous - 6:30 to 8 p.m., Ohio Room, Currls Center. Free
coffee
-Festival- Foreign Language Festival, 762-4524
•Band- KMEA Concert Band Festival, 2 p.m., Lovett Auditorium
•Meeting - Student Law Association, 3:30p.m., Tennessee Room, Curris Center
•Movie - "Three Colors: Blue" 7:30p.m., Curris Center Theater

THIS YEAR A LOT OP COLLEGE
SENIORS WILL BE GRADUATING
INTO DEBT.
Under the Army's
Loan Repayment
program, you could get
out from under with a
three-year enlistment
Each year you serve
on active duty reduces
your indebtedness by onethird or $1,500, whichever amount is greater,
up to a $55,000 limit
The offer applies to Perkins Loans, Stafford Loans,
and certain other federally insured loans, which are not
in default
And debt relief is just one of the many benefits
you '11 earn from the Army. Ask your Army Recruiter.

Call 901-644-9201

ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE!

Seniors
Consider This

Recent data from the Census Bureau indicates that
Master's degree holders earn an average
of 24 percent more than bachelor's degree holders.
Over a working career this amounts to over $240,000
more than you will earn with only a bachelors
degree.
Perhaps that is why enrollment is at an all time high
-at Murray State.

Join the growing number of your classmates
entering graduate study at MURRAY STATE.
Contact your department graduate coordinator or call
Graduate Admissions at 762-3756

741pha Omicron Pi
would like to wish the following
sisters the best of luck in
}Vliss }VISU!!!

Kacey Buchan
Angie Butler
Alison Hill

Nicole Hughes
S anna Moore
.,...~nd y Stone
.........::Amy Warden

741pha love and roses -your sisters
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Parents aid recruitment
BY DENISE HIGGINS
STAFF W RITER

Do you remember when you
were first considering attending Murray State University?
Do you remember how you
received letter after letter and
phone call after phone call?
Did your parents ever ask
you questions about the campus, teachers and staff? Do
you remember wondering why
they thought you knew all the
answers when you had never
been on campus before?
Answers to these questions
and more will become available to parents of prospective
students from the parents of
current students, said Don'
Robertson, vice president of
student affairs.

The University is planning
to start a parents associa tion,
a new recruiting technique
involving parents of current
students.
This is the next logical step
in recruiting, Robertson said.
Parents of potential students
wonder the same things about
Murray State that current students' parents wondered when
their children were deciding
what college to attend, he
noted and added that parents
from all over MSU's recruiting
area will be cons idere d for
membership in the a ssociation.
"We are looking for .... parents
who feel good about Murray
State University and the experience they had here," Robertson said. "Parents who feel

their son or daughter is getting a good education here
should become involved in this
association. Parents who know
about the University are in a
better position to share the
information with other parents."
The parent association will
be involved in the recruiting
process in many ways.
Robertson said parents of
current students would be calling and writing prospective
students and their parents.
They might also speak at college recruiting events in various areas. In the future, parents might even be involved
with recruiting events on campus such as Junior Jam.
Recruiting techniques Murray State currently uses

include phone calls and letters
from students and faculty,
brochure mailings containing
information about the school
and road scholar teams that
adopt high schools a nd visit
them throughout the year.
"There will probably be a
mailing out to parcnts ....to try
to get a sense of who will try
to be involved," Robertson
s aid. "The initial people who
founded this will have a great
deal of influence on what the ·
basic structure this is founded
on."
Time donated to the association will vary, Robertson said.
"It will depend on how much
time (the parents) want to
give," he said. "It would
require some parents to be
more involved that others.''

Greek week blends fun, unity
BY HEATHER MARIE MARTIN
STAFF WRITER

Greek Week, a week dedicated to bringing Greeks and non-Greeks together, is
right around the comer . Events begin
March 25 and everyone is invited.
Ryan Rice, representative of Interfraternity Council, said the activities are
designed to blend everyone together . The
goal of Greek awareness is to unite ath-

letes, non-Greeks and Greeks to shQw
what fraternity life is really like.
Greek Week consists of three days with
events sponsored by the Panhellenic and
IFC. On Tuesday, a reception will be held
for sorority and fraternity chapter advisers and presidents at 6 p.m. in Ordway
Hall .
On Wednesday, a twilight picnic is
scheduled. The Student Government
Association will provide a DJ, and Food

Services will supply the food while Pepsi
will provide drinks. The picnic begins at 5
p.m.
The last day may consist of a party at
the fairgrounds with a band, but plans
are subject to change. The party will be
for Greeks and non-Greeks.
"If everything goes according to plan,
this party will be a huge success," Rice
said. "We want to change the image that
Greeks have and give the straight facts. "

11

Sorority hosts
week of events
j ENNIFER POTTER
AssiSTANT

Come£ IJFE Eonoa

In an effort to serve the community, the members of Sigma
Gamma Rho Sorority, Inc., are sponsoring their third annu- •
:al Sigma Week .
"'We are a community service organization so we planned
, events that would be consistent with our mission ...," said
Annazette Fields, Sigma Gamma Rho advi~r. "As a group
we a lso decided to hold activities for students, but our primary goal thiS week is promoting African American history."
,. Organizations that will benefit from the sorority's work
include the Main Street Youth Center and the March of
Dimes.
The sorority will hold an interest meeting in the Tennessee
Room of the Curris Center from 6 to 8 tonight. The purpose
of this meeting is to allow perspective members to find out
more about the soroq~y and its ideals.
On Saturday the organization will participate 1n Junior
Jam and in a campus clean up. With equipment donated by
Facilities Management, the sorority plans to divide u p and
cover the wh ole campus.

Saturday night the sisters will host Diva Night, a social
dance open to all students. lt will be held in Long John Silvera in the Curria Center ~m 10 p.m.. to 2 a.m. Admission
is .$2 before 11 p.m. a nd $3 after that time.
Invited gueste and members will attend the Xi Alpha
Chapter Awards Banquet Sunday from 1 to 3 p.m. in the
Curris Center. Ladies present will be invited to become a
member of the sorority.

'rhe banquet is also a chance to ho.nor the achievements of
the current sisters of Sigma Gamma Rho. Members who
have made significant achievements in academics, community service and areas that promote the goals of the sorority
will be recognized.

\.

Are Y<:7t~Mr.KlKlflg for ways to
• "!Yyour busmess
•
mcrease
income. Consider this,
Murray State students have a
combined spending power of
I

$17,000,000
The Murray State News
is the primary means of

reaching every single student
and faculty member. So why
aren't you advertising in
The News?

Call 762-4478
to reserve your Ad Space
Today.
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Flyers attract more than roomies
Bv S~ELLEY

STREET

STAFF WRHER

Posters and flyers fill bulletin boards
ucross campus. Phone numbers flash from
bits of pink, blue or even green paper. They
nre made so it's easy for someone to reach
out and tear off this useful information and
cram it into their pocket.
Missy Brower, junior from Fairfield, lll.,
and Ike Cho, English Language Institute
student from Korea got more than they
expected when they advertised for roommates with flyers.
"We had some calls, you know, some
hang-ups, just because our number was
posted everywhere," Brower said.
She posted her pale pink flyers in the
'Business Building, the Curris Center, Faculty Hall and the Murray Chamber of Commerce.

Brower said she had six legitimate appli·
cants and a few not-so-legitimate ones.
"The sign clearly stated that females were
wanted," she said. "We had two guys call us.
1 don't know if they can't read or what, but
you'd think that if they were in college they
could read."
One caller was more interested in pulling
off a joke than finding a roommate.
"One guy called us, pretending he was gay
and asking us if we cared if he moved in
with his boyfriend," Brower said.
Cho had his share of problems finding a
roommate, too.
"Only four or five people called me and
most of them were women," he said.
Both Brower and Cho said safety concerned them in their search for roommates.
Brower said she had several applicants
come to her house after talking to them on

the phone. She then asked the potential ·
roommates questions to help her learn more
about their personalities.
Cho's safety measures were more extensive. He did not list his name on hill answer·
ing machine and used u nickname on the
flyer to assure confidentiality.
People who post flyers often put their privacy at risk in order to gamer greater numbers of responses. But there is no consensus
on whether it is worth it.
Brower said she would have no problem
advertising for another roommate if she
were in that situation again. She was able
to find two new roommates less than two
weeks after posting the flyer.
Cho eventually gave up on his advertising
idea and instead tried spreading the word
among his friends. He said he would. never
post a roommate flyer again.

Closing the deal

Susan Appleyard/Staff

Clara Scott, a se nior biology major from Mayfie ld,
purchases a senior class ring during Senior Salute.

1 r~~1c~:Si
TASTES TOO GODD
I : Santa Fe

$1.99

I
I
I
II limit one coupon

~·

per person

1- -----offer good until 417

Side Salad

Friday
April 11th
7:30PM
$18.50 Reserved
Golden Circle
1

Seating Available.

Aaron Tippin
With Special Guests Doug Supernaw

·Racers,
You
made
us
very
proud!

& The Kentucky Headhunters
Tickets now on sale
SJU Arena Special Events Ticket Office and Student Center;
VF Factory Outlet Mall-West Frankfort; Skaggs Electric
Harrisburg; Disc Jockey Record Stores: Carbondale, Mt.
Vernon, Paducah, KY, Cape Girardea~

• 94't~ Fat Free• & Under 300 Calories

,. fJoast Chlck~n Cheddar Cheese,

n PeppN on Qll Southwcstc.rn
saYee served on a Mulfgram B• n.

Arby's 507 N . 12th St. • tr.otor

-1t

JO"~!~··

Now accepting declining balance
after 9 p.m. Carry-out or delivery.

I limit one coupon

per, person
offer good until 417

•

SIU Arena

Sourherr1 Illinois Univen~i Lv
at Ca rbondale
•

carbondale, IL

(618) 453·5341

Call Your Papa
For Free DeHvery

Long John Silver's
Board Plan Night

Thursday, Mar. 27

EW RACER SPECIALS!
Large One Topping Pizza
and·2 Cokes
Only $6.98 +Tax
Sniall Two Topping Pizza
and 2 Cokes
Only $5.99 + Tax
For a limited time only!

e.
753.:6666

Dixieland Shopping Center
..

We will accept board plans from 4 - 7 p.m.
Order from a selected menu.
~Board

plan requires a $1 admission
and depletion of a meal off your meal plan.

Get a FREE 16 oz. drink with your order.

First Floor Cunis Center

LONG
)OHN
SILVERS.

~
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SportsBriefs
'Breds to play next
four on home fie ld
The Murray State 'Breds
baseball team will start a
four game homestand Saturday against Austin Peay
at I p.m.
A second game against
t he Governors will be
played on Sunday at I p.m.
They will then face Samford on Monday at 3 p.m.
and Evansville, March 26
at 3 p.m. All games will be
played at Reagan Field.

Women's tennis to
host Evansville
The MSU womens tennis
team will host Evansville in
its first home match of the
s pring. The match will get
underway noon Saturday
on the Bennie Purcell Tennis Courts.

Men's rugby to hit
intramural fields
The Murray State men's
rugby squad will play its
fi rst home game of 1997
against Rhodes College
Saturday at I p.m. The
team will then take on the
Paducah Flood on Thursday, March 27 at 7 p.m.
Both games will take place
o n the intramural fields
behind W inslow Dining
Hall.

MSU basketball
ba nquet dat e set
The Murray State men's
basketball team will have
Its annual postseason banq uet Tuesday, April 8 in the
Curris Center Ballroom.
The banquet is scheduled
to begin at 6:30 and is
o pen to the public
Tickets are $ 15 and are
available by contacting the
men's basketball office at

Most \7cJ!uable
Chad Hamm,
Jessica Widman
C had Hamm and Jessica
Widman are the Racers of
the Week.
Hamm, sopho more from
Paducah, batted .521 for
t he week ( 12-23) with four
doubl es and four RBis.
Hamm le d t he 'Bre ds to a
3-3 record last week.
W idman, freshman from
Mansfield, Texas, shot 8077- 157 to win the individual t itle at the McDonald's
Lady Tiger Invitational in
Jackson, Miss. by one
stroke over two competitors. Her efforts also led
the Lady Racers to a thirdplace finish in a seven-team
field.

Sports Trivia
NCAA basketball
In this years NCAA
tournament a 14th seeded
t eam advaced to the sweet
sixteen. A feat that hasn't
been accomplished since
1979. Name t he team.

(soo~)
su!sseoo~ -e6ooueua~~-aassau
·U91JO ~SJ91\!U0 9~1 :JOMSUV
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They've got heart
Ra~ers

see their postseason end after a hard fought loss to Duke

•Men's basketball: The
MSU Racers were defeated in the first round of
the NCAA tournament by
a score of71-68.
BY EDDIE GRANT
SPORTS EDITOR

They were underdogs, but
you would not know it by the
way they played. They were a
15 s eed, but you could not tell
it by the final score.
If you saw last Friday's
NCAA tournament game
between Murray State and
Duke, you saw a Racer team
take to the floor with more
determination and heart than
the cowardly lion could have
ever wanted.
Mark Gottfried's Murray
State team went into the opening-round game looking to
become the third 15th seed in
NCAA tournament history to
upset a number two seed and
nearly accomplished that mission before falling short 71-68
at Charlotte, N.C.
The game got off to an inauspicious start with neither team
scoring on the first two
attempts. That changed when
Detcri Mayes posted the
game's first basket. Mayes
would go on to add Murray's
next five points.
Duke's Steve Wojociechowski

and Jeff Capel would get the
praised Murray State's showBlue Devils on the board with a
ing.
three-point shot and a basket
"We beat a good team," he
plus a foul shot to bring the
said. "They were better than
score to 7-6 in favor of Murray
we thought they'd be."
with 15:50 left to play in the
The Duke coach also complihalf.
mented t he play of Vincent ·
The teams continued to swap
Rainey.
the lead until the 8:19 mark.
"When you have to guard him
At this point, Duke went on a
(Rainey) for 40 minutes, you're
9-2 run earning a 27-21 lead.
in for a war." Krzyzewski said.
Murray then fought back slow"He's really good - he could
ly. ln the final seconds of the
play for us. I would love to have
half Vincent Rainey was
him."
trapped in the corner, but
Capel echoed his coach's comsomehow managed to break
ments.
free long enough to underhand
"Murray did a great job, they
the ball into the basket to tie
made us take hard shots, " he
the game at 35-35.
said. "This was a huge win for
"I don't know how I hit that
us."
shot," Rainey said. "I just
Gottfried noted his pleasure
threw it up and somehow it
with the Racers' confident perwent in."
·
formance.
At the end of the half, Rainey
"' am proud of this team," he
led all scorers with 12 points,
said. "America gained respect
followed by Deteri Mayes' nine
for Murray State tonight. Our
Danny VoweiiNisual Editor
points.
guys
played confident and
Race r guard Det eri Mayes tries to keep Duke's Mike Chappell
ln the start of the secons fr;.m driving the lane in Murray's 7 1-68 lo~s to t he Blue Devils.
hard."
half, Duke's Jeff Capel came
Vincent Rainey, who made
However, with about a brought Murray a three-point- his final appearance in a Racer
out shooting. Capel hit four
three- pointers in the opening minute to go, the Racers were er away from sending the con- uniform, h ad an opt imistic
minutesof the half. This, along behind 68-60 and a portion of test into overtime.
view of the contest.
With three seconds left Murwith buckets from Trajan the 14,480 onlookers left think"I wouldn't have wanted my
Langdon and Chris Carrawell, ing the game was over. This ray, brought the ball into play career to end any other way,"
allowed Duke to open up a 51- was a sentiment not shared by for the last time this year. The he said. "If that last shot would
MSU, who quickly cut it to a clock ran down from three sec- have been a little more to the
39lead.
·
five-point
deficit with nine sec- onds and Vincent Rainey threw left, it would have been better."
Despite the 12-point margin,
onds
left
in
regulation.
up a 70-foot desperation toss
Murray refused to give up and
See game photos
Though
time
was
short,
the
that
hit a foot left of the basket.
gradually reduced the Duke
Racers
would
not
admit
defeat.
Following
the
game,
Duke
lead.
Page 14
One more Racer basket head coach Mike Krzyzewski

Gottfried's contract extended to 2001
On Tuesday, however, it was
announced that Gottfried agreed to
Following Murray's loss to Duke last terms on a two-year extension to his
Friday, rumors regarding head coach contract. This extension keeps him at
the helm of the Racers into the next cenMark Gottfried began to circulate.
It was believed that University of tury.
Gottfried was already signed to a
Tennessee Athletic Director Doug Dickfour-year
deal, but had dwindled to two
ey wns interested in Gottfried to fill the
years,
so
the
extension makes it a fourvacancy created by Kevin O'Neill's
year
contract
again.
departure for Northwestern.
STAFF REPORT

Though nothing has been signed yet,
Gottfried is expected to coach here next
year. However, there is nothing to stop
him from taking a position elsewhere.
"It is the greatest thing in the
world to have him back untill 2001,"
said E.W. Dennison, athletic director."
have made every effort to keep him
here, and we want him to continue to
lead the excellent program he has estab-

lished."
Gottfried was equally excited about
the extension.
"I am excited about the commitment that Dr. (Kern) Alexander and
E. W., have made to me," Gottfried said.
"I have every intention on being here
next year and I am looking forward to
the special things I feel that our team
can accomplish."

Rifle team finishes fourth nationally
•Rifle : The MSU rifles finish ual air rifle.
Head coach Elvis Green said his team
higher than expected, and Marra
reached its peak at the right time.
Hastings wins the national title in
"They all peaked pretty much at the
air rifle.
same time," he said. "Ken .Hicks, Joel

team air rifle and smallbore competition. MSU's gold team consisting of
Hastings, Antonioli, Jake Fisher and
Amanda Stone shot a total score of
1533. In smallbore competition, Hicks,
Antonioli and Marra Hastings all did Hastings, Antonioli and Fisher teamed
BY GREG STARK
well."
to score 4626.
AsSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR
Hastings, freshman from Kingston,
Hastings also earned first-team AllWash., won the air rifle title with a America honors in air rifle and secondIn the spirit of "March Madness," the score of 393, narrowly edging out Daniel team All-America honors in smallbore.
Murray State rifle team came close to Pempel of the Air Force Academy, who
Green felt that the Racers' success
winning its version of the "Big Dance."
shot a 392. Hastings also fmished was unexpected by other schools.
The Racer rifles played hosted this eighth in individual smallbore competi"I think other teams didn't expect us
year's NCAA championships at Pat tion.
to do well, but I felt that we did well to
Spurgin Rifle Range March 6-7, taking
'
MSU finished fourth behind winner finish in the top four," he said.
fourth in overall competition, with West Virginia, second-place Kentucky
Green's work was rewarded with the
Marra Hastings placing first in individ- and third place Alaska-Fairbanks in Collegiate Coach Association's Coach of

the Year award.
"I wouldn't have received this award if
it hadn't been for the support of my
team and the administration and all
those that went in to help make this
championship a success," he said. "I am
very honored and proud of my kids for
the hard work and dedication they gave
for the NCAA championships."
'
Continual progress prepared his team
for the strong showing at the NCAA
championships, Green said.
"We started out the season and made
a continuous progress throughout the
year," he said. "It was one of the better
teams we've bad since the '88-'90 timeframe."

NCAA Tournament is an awe-inspiring vision
Last week my position with
the Murray State News affordSports
ed me the chance for a "once in
'tall~
a lifetime" experience.
I traveled to Charlotte, N.C.,
to cover Murray State's NCAA
EDDIE
Tournament game against
GRANT
Duke University.
I departed from Murray
Thursday on a bus with the
entire pep band, a group that just where I would be sitting
proved the adage that getting come game time. When I first
there is half the fun. Once we walked into the arena, it was
arrived, some 10 hours and five mostly empty. The Marquette
movies later, we got our rooms chee~leaders and team were
practicing, but there was not
and called it a night.
much
else going on. I found my
That night I lie awake thinkseat,
but
it was nothing like I
ing about what Friday would
had
imagined
all along. It
bring. I thought about how
seemed
simple,
easy,
and ordimany people wop.ld like to be
nary,
nothing
special.
doing what I was doing. I was
I then returned to the hotel in
excited about what could be
and all of the different things I time for a pep rally for the
team, but immediately followcould do win or lose.
ing
the rnlly it was back to the
Friday afternoon, I went over
stadium
for the game.
to the Charlotte Coliseum to
get my press pass, and find out
Once I arrived at the stadi-

urn, I walked through a few corridors and as I got closer to the
court I could hear the cheers of
the crowd.
Once I got to the tunnel to go
out into the arena I was not
prepared for what I would see.
It was a sight too amazing for
words. A place that was once
empty and dull, had somehow
taken on a life all its own. The
roar of the crowd, the action on
the court, the NCAA tournamcnt.. ..was all happening and I
was part of i~! I now knew
what all of the excitement was
about.
As the game prior to Murray
and Duke's contest ended. I
found my seat four rows off of
the floor - behind the CBS
commentators. To be part of
something known on a worldwide basis was a very humbling
experience for me, a kid from
Paducah.
However, before long it was
down to business as the two

teams took the floor. Throughout the game I found myself
both doing my job and admiring the spectacle of it all, constantly repeating to myself,
"I'm glad I came." I can't begin
to describe the intensity that
filled the air. I can only say
that the intensity of a close
home game times 10 could
come close to describing this
event.
Then after the game was over
I did as I always had done
before, interviewed players and
coaches, got quotes and gave
congratulations.
Then I had the luck to ride
back to the hotel with the team.
This is when my point of view
changed from journalist to that
of what the team might be feeling. I snt down next to Chad
Townsend who had his head in
his hands. He looked as if he
was saying to himself, why did
I do this or, why didn't I do that
trying to think of what he

might have done to change the
game's outcome.
Then Gottfried got up and
told his team how proud of
them he was, and even then he
looked like he wanted to say
more than that, but knew he
couldn't.
The bus was quiet for the ride
back, there was some small
talk and a few laughs. Vincent
Rainey told one of his teammates that is was a pleasure to
play with him, and there was
some talk about the game, but
nothing else.
It almost seemed poetic that
a team which fought a tough,
active,and exciting battle for 40
minutes was now almost still
and silent.
I would like to thank and congratulate the 1996-97 MSU
Racer men's basketball team
and coach Gottfried on a successful season and post-season.
The Racers' efforts won't soon
be forgotten by this reporter.
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Men fail on road 'Breds win at Vandy
•Me n 's tennis: Losses
have dropped the MSU
men's tennis team to 1-9,
but improvement may be
on the way.
Bv

GREG STARK

ASSISTANT SPoRTS EDITOR

While many people went to
various locales for fun and sun
during Spring Break, the Murray State men's tennis team
went on vacation looking for an
improvement of their record.
However, they are still looking following losses to UNLV
and Indiana, two of the top programs in the nation, bringing
their record to 1-9.
Even with those two losses,
head coach Mel Purcell believes
that his team can improve the
rest of the season and that the
toughest section of the year is
over.
"We have a young, inexperienced team," he said. "We have
the tough part of the season out
ofthe way."
With the conference season
coming up, Purcell thinks
many wins will come the Racers' way.
"We're 1-9, but our team is
playing well," he said. ''We're
looking to finish in the top four

STAFF REPORT

Purcell plays tennis' elite
Bv GREG STARK
A55isTANT S.0.TS f DITO«

Mel Purcell is not only a coach. He's a player.
Purcell made it to the finals of the Nuveen Mqters, a
$100,000 toumament for tennis pros age 35 and older, befor e
losing to Jimmy Connors.
To advance to the finals, Purcell defeated John U oyd in the
semis 6-2, 6-4. Connors defeated John McEnroe 6-7 (4-7), "61, 10-2 to earn his spot in the finals.
"It was a great week," Purcell said. "It's great to be playing
pro tennis again."
Purcell noted that he believed most people didn't expect to
see him in the finals of the prestigious tournament prior to
matchup versus Connors.
"rll bet you didn't expect to see me here," he said. '1 feel like
I can hit any shot in the book. Since I heat Jimmy the last
time we played, rm sure it's not going to be a friendly match.•
of the conference. To have a losing season to start out is not
good, but when the OVC comes,
that is when it counts."
Purcell believes inexperience
hurts the team, but improvement could come their way in
conference action.
"It's unfortunate that we
have inexperience," he said.
"We have to look at a positive
goal: to improve."
Three home opportunities
will come the Racers' way this
weekend; Friday against the
University of Memphis, and

Saturday against Southern Illinois and Vincennes University.
They will then go on the road
Tuesday to face UT-Martin.
Purcell believes things they
are doing to prepa.r e for the
upcoming matches will be keys
for victory.
"We're working on getting in
shape," he said. "We're trying
to get the kids to forget about
the first 10 matches. We have
to get them mentally ready. As
a coach, I hnvc to get them to
think we can win. Anything can
happen."

Murray State's Thoroughbreds pushed their record to
11-9 with a 9-8 extra innings
victory
over
Vanderbilt
Wednesday in Nashville.
The 'Breda went into the
extra frames tied at eight. In
the top of the lOth, C. A.
Williams singled on a bunt, and

Eddie Doyle doubled in the
next at bat, advancing
Williams around for the winning run. Craig Delk grounded
out in the next at bat, preventing the 'Breds from adding any
insurance.
The Commodores failed to
mount a charge in the bottom
of the lOth, aloowing the 'Breds
to escape with a victory.
The 'Breds scored nine runs

Women sweep outdoor openers
•Women's tennis: The
women improve their
record by sweeping all
three of their matches m
Hilton Head, S.C.
BY EDDIE GRANT
EonOtt

SPORTS

The Murray State women's
tennis team began its outdoor
season in similar fashion to its
indoor season by sweeping
their first three opponents.
The Lady Racers traveled to
Hilton Head, S.C., where they
took on teams from George
Mason University, East Tennessee State, North Carolina-Charlotte, and East Carolina.
The team was led by Amy

Gemmill and Nicole Petrie,
who won all eight of their
matches, including both singles
and doubles play.
Brooke Berryman won seven
of eight and Martha Zimmer
won six of eight.
Angela Brooks won five of her
seven matches. Brooks' singles
match against Corinne Castay
of East Tennessee State was
called because of time.
Head coach Connie Keasling
felt good about her team's performance.
"We set points up as we did in
indoors and finished points off,"
she said. "Winning on the road
like this does boost your confidence."
Keasling said that the team
learned a few things from the
matches. She said that her

75¢

Teacher/Parent/Student
Educational Supply Center

SMART

STOP

team needs to be more aggressive in doubles play, but is
strong in singles play. Keasling
also said that there are certain
factors that occur when you
play on the road.
"When you are playing on
the road certain things come up
you can't plan for, and learning
to deal with these is very
important," she said. "It is
especially important for us
since the team t hat has , won
the conference in the past few
years, we play on the road."
The team'B next test will
come this weekend at home
against the University of
Evansville. The first home
event of the s pring will be
played at the Bennie Purcell
Tennis Courts Saturday at
noon.

Washers still

'fEACHING/TurORING SUPPLIES/GIFTS

THE

on 10 hits and no errors. The
Commodores scored eight runs
on 13 hits and no errors.
Murray's Billy Freytag (3-0)
was credited as the winning·
pitcher, and Vanderbilt's Matt
Kata (1-1) was tagged with the
loss.
Murray State will next see
action next at home Saturday
and Sunday versus Austin
Peay.

6 a.m. - 11 p.m.

Mary Janice Cooper - Owner
Over .20 years teaching sxpericn~e
Present MSU 10 and receive a 5% discount on all purchases

753-5968

119 S. 4 t h Street

Love, your sis ers in AOn

Laundry Service & Alterations

MAKE ADIFFERENCE!

All
Nike®• Reebok®• Umbro®
~ Fila®• Adidas®m
!: Apparel ._

The American Humanics Program (AH) at
Murray State University offers an academic minor in
Youth Agency Administration, specifically designed
for students who want to Make A Difference through
programs of education, health and fitness, recreation .
and character development.

Mens • Womens • Childrens
- MEN Nlke Air Max Tailwind

Nike Air Max
OIOIJ,t OC!I
n. u s 110 r'n

$9999 ,__,., $8499
·;~lr

Rag. t 111.00

-

Reebok Leader DMX
12U70
Reg. JTO.OO

11 BI'IOC IS()
R•'1J $QO 00

R~

$5999
Sulc

WOMEN -

Reebok Princess

$4999 ...,
....

-

Fila Stackhouse Mid

$~000

$2999

S<o1ft>

Call Roger Weis at 762-3808 or stop by room 108 of Carr Heath Build ing for an
informal meeting.

Nlke A ir Max
IIOSOn-411

lit~~

suo.oo

$9999
$Ole

You MAY

REGISTER FOR EITHER OR BOTH OF THE

FOLLOWING CLASSES FOR THE FALL TERM:
YAA 290

DENNISON-HUNT
1203

Chestnut
Street

SPORTING GOODS

"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR LIFE"
Monday Through Saturday 9 til 6

Murray
Kentucky
753-8844

YAA 350

Current Tnmds and Issues
in Commwuty Servtce
Progr.uns (actual
commuruty servtce work)

Program .\cl mini~tratinn in
Youth ami I Iuman !'lc:rvit·c
Or~!;llllizal inn,,

9:30 • 10:45 a.m .

11 a.m.-12:15 p.m.

Special AH Scholarships and Loans Are Available

T& Th

T&Th

Sports
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Men readying for opener

Ready, Set, Volley

•Men's Golf: The MS U
men's golf team is getting
ready for its opener, the
Murray State Intercollegiate next weekend.

even if weather is hampering
their preparation.
"I feel real rain-struck,"
Hewitt said. "We have not had
great weather for practice. We
can't do anything about weather."
The Intercollegiate is the
Bv GREG STARK
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR
first spring tournament for the
Racers, and many schools from
Even though the men's golf all over the country will comopener is a week away, coach pete.
Michigan
State,
Buddy Hewitt is trying to get Louisville, Xavier, Eastern
his team ready for the Murray Michigan, Morehead State,
State Spring Intercollegiate, Eastern Illinois, Wright State

and Lewis University are all
slated to compete.
The Racers will again be
hampered by the loss.of Adam
Grogan, who Hewitt feels is the ·
team's top player.
'
Although the Racers will be
playing shorthanded. Hewitt
hopes the Racers will have a
home-course advantage.
"It's an advantage to play on
our home course," he said. "We
finished pretty far down in our
home tournament last fall, so
we need to improve on that."

Widman leads way at Jackson
•Women's Golf: Jessica
Widman shot a 157 to edge
two golfers by one stroke at
the McDonald's Lady Tiger
Invitational in Jackson,
Miss.
Seth Dixorv'Staff

Eric Gre ssman, a se nior from Cleveland, Ohio, returns a serve in practice. The tennis
Racers play at ho m e to day against the University of Memphis.

I

The Net starts here

EAS

~NEW§llcGIH!Jl

Diets
Herbs
Vitamins
Sports Nutrition
Designer Protein

Produced by Murray State University's student newspaper

Visit us on the World \Vide Web at

http://www.thenews.org

Bv

GREG STARK

AsSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The Murray State women's
golf team continued its season

.AC~

lJlossoM
310 N. 12 St.
759-5749

Produced by 7be Jvlun"tly State News in
cooperation with LOD, Inc.-Clearly the Best!

20%off

To subscribe to IDDNet calll-800-455-16o8

All products first Tuesday of each month.

The

in two tournaments over the
past week, the McDonald's
Lady Tiger Invitational in
Jackson, Miss., and the Southem Mississippi Invitational in
Hattiesburg.
At the Lady Tiger Invitational, Jessica Widman, freshman
from Mansfield, Texas, took
first-place individual honors
after carding a 80-77-157, besting a pair of other golfers by
one stroke. Jenny Daag, play-

13K3 APJ)Lt
CAft

····~~'···

ing as an individual, finished in
a tie for sixth after shooting 8081-161, four shots hehind Widman. Brandi Stevenson finished in a tie for lOth with a
score of 85-81-166.
The Lady Racers finished
third overall with a 36-hole
score of 662, eight shots behind·
first-place Oral Roberts. MSU
posted the second-best round
on the second day with a score
of325.

LOCATED ON 641 S.
12 miles South of the
Racer Inn in Murray
PURYEAR, TN 901-247-5798

Johnny Neil is a former k eybo ard player f~r the
Allman Br other s Band
.
Serving Mexican Food and Deli Sandwiches
from 11 a.m. -11 p.m.
Bar open unt il midnigh t
No one under 21 after 9:30 p.m .

State lVe"lV

"Liar, Liar"
{PG)

w~teturn

of the Jedi"

<PG>

"Sling Blade"
(R)

THE FIRST WIVES CLUB
LONG KISS GOODNIGHT
HONEY, WE SHRUNK OURSELVES

"Jungle 2 Jungle"

CPG>
hrrtq ..........

"Howard St ern'•
PRIVATE PARTS"
(R)

Mtuinu.r SaturdtiJI & Sunday On I}•!
TueJduys & Jflednesdtl)·.~
Students Ptl)" only SJ with MSU lD.

•

Call to Reserve Your Copy!!!

753-8084

ScoreCard
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Men's
Basketball

Women's
Tennis

Equestrian Team

Murray State 68,
Duke University 71
March 14 at Charlotte, N.C.

DUKE UNIVERSITY (71)
Capel 9-17 2-3 25, Carrawell
3-6 1-4 7, Mcleod 3-11 6-10 12,
Wojociechowski 2-6 1-2 7,
Langdon 2-8 5-6 10, Ricky Price
1-5 0-0 2, Domzaliski 0-1 0-0 0,
James 0-0 0-0 0, Singleton 0-0
0-0 0, Chappell 3-7 1-2 8,
Heaps 0-0 0-0 o, Caldbeck 0-0
0·0 0 Wallace 0-0 0-0 0, Newton 0-0 o-1 0.

MURRAY STATE (68)
Rainey 10-26 2-2 23, Harris
0-2 0-0 0, Hamilton 5-7 1-1 11 ,
Townsend 4-16 1-5 10, Mayes
8-20 o-o 17, Dahl2-3 1·1 5,
Dawson 0-3 0·0 0, Martin 0-0 0·
0 0, Story 0-0 0-0 0, Page 0-0
2-2 2, Mansfield 0-0 0-0 0.
Halftime- Murray State 35,
Duke 35. Three point fieldgoals,
Duke University 9-24 (Capel 58, Mcleod 0-3, Wojociechowski
2-5, Langdon 1-5, Price 0-1.
Chappell 1-2). Murray State 314, (Rainey 1-2, Townsend 1·2,
Mayes 1-8, Dawson 1-8).
Fouled Out- none. ReboundsDuke University 47 (Mcleod
10), Murray State 49
(Rainey,Mayes 10). AssistsDuke University 14 (Wojociechowski 5), Murray State 7
(Townsend 4). Total fouls Duke
University 18, Murray State 22.
Technical fouls- none
A-14,480

Baseball
Murray State 9, Vanderbilt 8

Stock Seat Regionals March 9,
at Western Kentucky University

March 9-12 Hilton Head S.C.
Murray St. vs. George Mason

NCAA TOUNAMENT

17

Christy Miller

Singles Play
Zimmer def. Marge
6-4,6-3
Segal def.Berryman 3-6,6-2.4-6
Petrie def. Mullinax
7-5,6-2
Gemmill def. Katz
6-4,6-1
Robinson def. Carroll4-6 7-5,3*
Brooks def. Jansson
6-4,6-4
• Played tiebreaker because of
time.

Ella Hakanson

Wednesday at Nashville, Tenn.

*Open
Open Pattern
*Open
*Open Pattern

Michelle Alfather

4th
1st
2nd
3rd

5th
6th

Beginning

Andy Jackso
Beginning
Cara Leach
*Advanced
3rd
(* Denotes Qualified for zones April I 1-12 at Georgia)

Doubles Play

Tournament Of Champions, March 15
at New Mexico State University

Zimmer/Berryman def.
Marga/Segal

8-4

Petrie/Gemmill def.
Robinson/ Mullinax

8-4

Tiffany Weingartner
Michelle Frances

Open Reining
Advanced

5th
5th

Murray State Crew makes waves

CarroiVBrooks def.
JanssonNeldhuyzen

The MSU Crew competed in a regatta in Natchitoches, La.,
Saturday March 15, against teams from Tulane, Notre Dame,
and Northwestern State.
This first in-water competition of the spring allowed the
team to come away with a first place in the men's novice four
division.
Members of the winning team were Matt Griffen, Jamie
Wooten, Matt Richardson, Kevin Hawkins and Holly Edmonds
as Coxswain.

8-4

MURRAY ST. vs EAST
TENNESSEE STATE
Singles Play
Zimmer def. Gastright 6-2,6-1
Berryman def. Arriaran 6·1,6-4
Gemmill def. Traverso 3-6,62,6-3
Petrie def. Edwards 6-3,3-6,6-4
Carroll def. Bailey
6-3,6-2
Brooks def. Castay
6-4,1-1
(Called off because of time)
Doubles Play
Zimmer/Berryman def.
Bushman/Gastright
8-6

GemmiJVPetrie def.
Traverso/Castay

Rainey bound for NABA All-Star Game
Murray State senior forward VIncent Rainey was selected
for the all-star game sponsored by the National Association of
Basketball Coaches.
Rainey, who finished his career at Murray State as one of
only two players to record I ,800 points, 600 rebounds, and
ISO steals, becomes the second time in as many years to play
in the game. The game is scheduled to be on Sunday March 30.
as part of the Final Four festivities which will be held in Indianapolis, Ind.

8-6

HO~t::O'Il/NERS WANS! • Hormw up co
2!i'K! mon· th:ln your home: b wonh' P.~y
I~IL• lltl home ill'l{lftwcment,.t .-.pply hy
phon~. S:lnlhuy Fin4ncl~l ~1·16c'i11,
lli• upPiiacion ft::c:

L<·blla - How •1 >()ttl those m:u>tt:rpit:U!
~t.'lll:tys>

Nk~~J)Julc <'II bl..iag dt:itg<'. I

pronu.sc \\l:'tl iU1 ~ bll\hr v;~n A~AP net

time. • )'3, Ponder

GO<>d luck Aehnc.b

\i~nd<·rgrlff

and

Ch~Ny .Nm Ul ML"' M~U. \l'c: wall he
lh<-re chccnng )'OU on. • . sost~r:< of A!:A

Nt:>et Sll!<lcnl Law A.'<'IO< hiiK>Jl ~k-.,ttn~
rw.xt11tur.<by, M:tr. 27 lll 3:30 J1 m . 10 !he
Tt•nn.,.-....ec mom In 1~ Cuni.~ t;,ntcr
K.Jndi • l'O!ll!rJL• on ll<'tnJ! :;el«ted to hc
an Aqw \'elva Garll I couldn't be lllOI'e
proud . • Y~'l. Stc:fll!llc
Ton - lbulc: !:>:Iule hi IlL• on un :l"''eSOme
~ng hre.:&k! You Wde :1 hb." 10 he
~tour\d- l'Vef1 In your 5Un humc:J m·~·
G<Mxl luck wllh the new nulL • , Yll'i,

,-.Illy

Onlr c>nc: mon: wttk to clttk:r m:'I(Ullnt:!i
frnm niCml~tt~ uf Alflh:l Omk"tf>n l't flro.
cccd• ICUpfiOft Arthrilb reoc-Jn:h- 10 ordc:t
a stm.crit111011, ask llll AOil.

Good Lucl< 10 aU the Alplu Cam.' In MM
MSl' WC''n: drerill& for rou. • . " tsrer.. In
Ar~

Conl(l"~lulati utl' l!c:hnda V,ll\<ktl(lin on
llC."IOI! .tic:k'llcU tl>< OAK We :oro: V<:l')'

•*

)''IU. •

,[,,,.., <>1

Al:A

lix>kk:,. You're

~woome.

•

Sl..{:llll<'

Con!(rJtuluton' !iur.mne Rc:l!!.'o. on hctng
•hclS<'O ;L' •c;~-.,k Wom:~n ol the Y"'ar."
Love, tht: ,bl<:ro ol ll:I
llcy

)"nn Smich -

Wh~>re"li ~·our

•mgk

l 'Up?

We :m: proud d you! IU
,.._,hJcy Brook:! • E\·<'fl li you clon'1 l:lkc: the:
<fOWl\ )'Otrll hloll be D ML'I.' MSLI an our
<1-<"i. ~. YL'> Ta.,luund Mtcll\·llc:
IX · llunkl> for ~ jlll.':lt m"ert LLwe. lhc:
•ht<•N eX A.1n

n,ank.s to che LX'.s, c:s p«ially Alpha Gam
( OCidic:s,

ArA

for u grc:tl O...rby, • ~'"'"" ot

CL>ngmb Suunne :md lc:ony! I m 110
proud
) 'OU hath
Mandy

or

n•.

Congr:m,Jstooll:j to Mt< hell<!' lltn>t·r ""
n:n:avtn11 ;1 Mumy W<>m<·n\ Cluh Mu."c

..,

a

I c.:

Hauch! Smm cunc:onler I'AL, I!IG 311<1
PAt-I romp:ulhlc: LCD color monitor
XI 50 dl~131 zoucn 12X nnrrTllll lux JUumirution AA h:m..-ty opal11llly 1ndudo
c:h~rgc:r ~nd <"JIT)'inl( '-~'""· C;~U lbrhtr~

436-23SR.

R:ol·er &"kcth~ll Team- Ynu ~uy.• m:tdc
'" pn~Kl• You pllved greac love, AOn
1h ank5 to L:aut"l .4Jv<:)o·. J•ll lumer anJ
sod:tl conunlllce for 3 wotl<krful !Umul
• SL'>Imi d ArA

CO"''boy Roy & J.M -\~h:lt't; up v.1th y.1'all
In the ~il<M't'f?
To the C.rcyhotmd Crew· Ynu ~II an: the

""'n Mayhc We! <.~n Mop ac tilt'
''"'I'• Nkok·. • . J>onJt'r

1:moo

I'm: Pn~y T<$1li UfcHou""

7S3 •

0700.
l'n:c T·Shin • S 1000 Cn:d11 Curd lundrJ.,..
for fr.II<'I'J'Iitlt:.'\, N<Jronlics & jii'PUJ><.
. .ny <'lOiptt> otl(JOILllo<>n rnn ,.,..., up 10
swoo hr comtng a whoprunl! $~/\1SA
applkmlnfl , C:tll J~l0-93l·0~2!1 ext(>')
Qualtlk-J <"JUers re<.-ewc: frt.-.: T· , lllrt . '
c~

\\'anct:d "' n:nr or sul>lct: One h<.'C.Imocn

Conf;rJtuiJtion.' Knthlcc:n Rohmson, Ta~h:l
flu(ney, !>.1nidlc 1'-.ltiC'rSOII, lri!lh Anne
..,;•oo1cy, 00 hc:ing ....~led WI Rho Chii.

1

STEEL Hllii.OINGS SALEt • ;1Qx40x 10,
$1,16-l; 40xW~Ii , $7.536. 50x7'ix l ·i,
$10.377; 50xl00x16, S1j)i~, 60x100Jtlft.
$15.810. Mano·M<>t:ljle bUildill&', 30x100,
20 uruts, 59,6@2. Fn:e hrochure<. Sc:ntlncl
Hud<langs. 800-327.()790. Extcn>ton 79

Key 01Cn)' R~"<l Upc.- l:lo you :al"':IY'

dtmh out of bcdcoom wlmlow·,. at 3 :s.m
In rhe momln)!?
Kim & }o!oh. Tiuntc. for hdplng with the

,,

Ufl<i'!e)'· lju>t have 1 lblll!! to say • runic:",
• ya. Ponder

heM . We t>tocd to oke a lnp ret Furek:l

prouJ

1

furm-.hcd apann~<.'fll, ~fay thmu11h AugUSt
1997, nil john :u 1414l342-30'i9.

R.llilng lbpld f'unl £x<illng Sprl~~jt lime
rafllnR In '1}.'\' Slll&nt• Save$. Sod.lls und
n:tre:u., SpriQS\ hJk'<:'iaL~ end f.fJy 16. Ctll
~I'Y l.j!(l().11\)-1442 for mto. 1-:mplny·
mt,nl <>f>J'>lKtUOitie. ;lV:lil:thlc.
WOW! Muuh:tlll• <'Omong ti>r you!! Appli •
<'allons urc avaibhle ;.t.1rtlll!( loobr 24 m the
Currl• 0:-ntcr ~nd 5th flnor <>I !ip.lrl<.' Hlll .
SAA lnc:etS /lfnncby, MJr. 24 m the
Batkk.oy Room. "''e \\':1J1110.5eC )'CIU ~
ATrnN'tlON llt..RRIFD W()~IFJ\ • C.ontotllll!l "-':lnted for 1997 Mrs. Kenludcy

Amcric;a" l'age:mt For tree mlomuuon.
r.:all HOQ.t~1.3. You must .o;k tor Judy

:>IFJ!L STRAIGtnwAU. 8 Ull.OlNGS •
19')6 an.:c:k.od onk-ni• ..,;111 ,..,I! lor tmom:
lktl.tn<:<', must liquio.J.II<" f<>r l:ilt t'Xl'lllpli<lll,
Save lhou'I;IIKi'l j(Jx·iO, ·i0x60, 40xll0,
6ox1 50-c:olc>r ··hoi«', Ire" shtppinl!! C,tll

S00.60Mi4Z...
BE YOUR OWN llOS.'i • Earn $2SIKJ pan·
tltTIC!-Sf!OOO full·llm<: pt.'l' nw>rith pmc.'e:!.'\lng
ln...Ut:lrl<.'t' culm• for he:lltfl<"nn: prnvidcn;.
Sol'tw:lru pUn:h~ R.'<JU~ plu,. computer
l'lrundn~
:av::ubhle,
hupJ/..,ww.s:uml.rom 001)..722,S,\MS.
SIZE OOI'S MAnrR' • HuJ!e profit Ol:lfKin
an =w 1n tlo t.<>tne-hu>~nes.' For fr.:c
reppt1, Enud huna~hozl~l(t:th3t k.han •
ley.Qtl.~';l

CASH FOR I 10.\m OWN!!RS .. CreJu
pmhlt:n~• un<kr'!oluod N<• npplte~tion fee.
As low II)' S 10,000 fur $\IS :1 month,
$!5,000 foe Sl3') a month, s-10,000 f<lr
$.3R2 a month tiXt:d r~tc=~ ~7

CASH :>iOW' • \\'c purclu-.e ~~.
:~nnutlld, .md louslnc:o.-.; n~ ~ancc 1984
ht,ghc>l price< p3id . l'rl'e c:Mint:>to,
prompt prole,,,ic,>nal s..-n-kc, C:ol>lniJI
f'in;mci~l AIIQ·?f'N-1200 t:)(! 511.
CA$H PAIL> FOR' • c;..,h (XIid iClt', ~11\cC·
tured or m"uroncc !«'lllemcnt,, lortt.-ry
wmn.lngs, nutcs, .mmu11cz;, mon)(a~
nole~, milJI.lJy fl")mmts. Call 81XJ..933-

9tm.
HOM!!O\\'Nf'R.<; I.OAllo'Sl - Borrow up to
m<X't' chan ~'(lllr h•>mc i• v.-onhl ConM>Iidate h1lbl Home lmpfO\<'Inenl.'! Nn
:tppiK'lll"m ft"<.~ Apply hy phone:. S:trnlK>Y
Financi3l 80<lMl-643A

2m

1'00U! MUST GOl - We're <~lll<..'kt:d
with m:w lc:ft..,.,,.... '96 pnolo,! Huge 19' x3I'
0 I> l".muly..W: pcx>b wbh ~unda:k,
fi.'OCt: ~ Iiiier only $AAR cnmplect: 100>1>
flll:lndng!
ProfdSJonJI
lnst:tll:lllon
tnjUtn:d. C:lll toll free 10).7S!).(,OSR :1'k
fnr Chns.
S#t POOlS POOl$ $44 I • l'rt-c :~,o;semhlc

on new 2.0x32 famaly "1'' JICIOI tlttnnl!
~~cly hlrd 'P«'•:tl. lndud<'!l, •k,.;k, ftlttor,
Un.,r, he~tlrlg llt-vire uml more. 10011>
llnanclng. aoo.SI!0-1!4R8.
Tt\NNING 8EO fACTORY OUTI.I!T •
New & w.al Wollf, Sunma.'ill.T1 Pun:un
Sunbed<.
:u fa<'tory fli'K'O tc> puhlic.

An

$33 per moruh. Call tod:l)· for color t.'ll~
lc~;

8llkli'9-9678

2U.'20 \l:'llHOl rr GIASSei! • S:•le, r;~pid,
n<•n...ul')lk:tl , pcmuncnt ~turuhon 6-8
wC."<·ks. Alrlll'\t.' Jltla ~ <b doped. I)< lC.tor
.tppnwed. Prec: lnfonnallnn hy nLlll : 1!0().
·1.!1·7320. ext. 213••1()(,.91•1 ·_,~70, Pax .10(>.
l)(,J .<;5n. hupi(W"-W vbiooh~c,.Jom .:om
~IL,IJ<Ii<lllii\J31':1nlcetl
lN~IftJN) • Did you
know Medic:lre or insur.mce ~n.-ers ITlO'ol

I>IABE11CS' (USING

wrlflllo? S;n-., m<:>rte)', r::all t)(lO.{iJ}-1001
Llht:rty \kUic:ll Satl'f:><:\1011

Net HMO rnl!lnhc,.., .

11\I:JI"lnle.:d.

Z719IO.

RI!.~PlRA TORY PROHI.EMS> • l'aytnll for
mcdw.ulol\'? W1ty~ {)<> you
All>lol.,rol
ll'tnwnul , Vt:ntollnl, lpr~tropium (Air~
vc-ntl. M.:upm~nnl <Aiupenll, or cxher
n<.,.,,Jo~...'l' m<.-dl<::atJoru? C..ll Exprc>.'

t,...,

Moo

ll00-678-'l733

HEARING AIDS • Just $379,99 rn:mufac!Un.od dtrect ro the puhlie In the Qn:ll
type, fully gu:.r.tnu.'l'd Fn:e tnfoom:uion
.onJ li:ltnple. Call toU fret• ~)(io-4~7
o:llt. lS Mt~.mM~~.

II c..· I p

\\-

<1

n

t

c d

$1000'S flotlslbloe Typl.oa Pan linK,, .'\l
Home. Toll F=· II )BJIJoo21il·90tlO Ext. T·
7'iOR for Li>tings

n>pe., hfq(\I:Jid,, cnft." '

J:ance,

:serrillo;, nuttilklfl, kilChc:n. f~T.....,, 120
I"""IJCIOII. C.:.ll Qlmp ~h·.mt:. (III.JOl 292·
U67

AIRUNI! EMPLOYMENT • Get lhc: lllriid-

cr's :Jdwntagc f<lt finding work In the

EXPAf'oo'OING Kl!NTIJCKY FIRM - Hinng
s:~le.. J'l<"'lln>, l<ll':ll :1n:::1 . Qu;ililied n:fc:r·
r;~ls, hc.'flt:fiL•, maNI(eC!lCTlt opportunillc:><.
Fin;~ncial s:~\Cll hackJ!round plus, not
required. Steve: ~khmond, 606-22.3-5014
for brid llrst Interview

AIA\"KA :>t;M~ER EMPI.OYME"''T • FbhtOJI lnUlL,try, Dc:t:lih 01\ how lO lind 3
hlj!h· payin11 foh Wtlh cx<·dlcnt ht'nc:fiL,
(lr:Jrl'l10r1Ution + room & hoard).
Fur lnloqn~unn
800-276-o654 Ext
A<;5381 I We: an: ·.1 re;e:~n:h & puhlblung
comr;~ny)

Summer Oppor!Unil)' • pt.'ff<'Ct l!UIIlmc:r
jell>- bc:IUlifulliC:Ulng on brgc, dc:1r Maine
l1ke, C'.llirljt :mel enc:rgctK: pt.-ers, tc:IChing
your ..t<DI. and you ;;:tvc: money. Can )'IIU
to<h 3ny of the: t<>llnwing • ltnnb,
:11d1<·ry, nature, vtdco, nllc.y, Wln<.l\I.U1·
lrt!l. CJilt>t:lng.
ha,,kc1hall, l'C'I'Jtnk.,, WOt)dwurk, !>Wiflllnlllg C%1 nr Ult!!(U•trdJ> ·'-llc lOt. Tr.tn,pon;~tlon pmvitlc.od
6/U-8/21 . C:lll Camp Winneh;tgo, ~
932-1646 or 70;\-4374llR or write llio6
~·~!ltungt•Jn 1'1:123. Reoton, tv. l0190; Enual oddte;..<: PhtiC.~'HV..,.~ mm We:!>
'Ire hup-//www.c~'OI\.<:1>mi·Wlnneha
go.

"''""I!.

AqUJIIO; SUp<rVt'iOt h t

overso.-e

kx·;~J ~umnlt't' l'Jmp PJORI'.lm Mu.-t llt" 21+
,J nd have ntm.-nt BSA, Red Cr<wt, or

YMCA <llr1i0callon. Previou., lifeguard
t'Xf'l'"""«' prclcm.'tl C.lfl!at..1
~~~ for more tnfom~:~tion

co;oz>l47·

HAROI.(> M;' TRl'CKl"'G HIRIN<1 ORI·

Vf.R!i • Tr.1mang DV:Ial:tble. SwdenL< wclE.xpcrienl.., p:1)'5 up to 28t per
rrulc f.Jt<'dlc:nl bc:ndiLo; indudlng comr»cort'lt:.

ny paid ln,<lt'.ll'k.T; l1004142.0SSJ
OTR l>RJVIiRS NEEDED • S3<;..S4'>.1l00 per

ye-o~r. fnc:xpc:nrn~ed • A )lO<xl woli< and
drivinR I'C'Cl>rd l' rt:<JUon.'li Gc:c your CDL
In lO d.1y~ for $j99.ll0 down . I~ fllat~
n'ICnt fKJ()-';4{}.JOHS.

{)RIVER.S • COH:runr tnllnc:"' e:~m 0\'\'r

<::anap Coun.-.dot:l Wanted frlmdown Fit"~'~• <oed camp loc:ltc'C.I In the Cat:.ktll
.\1(xllll;l>no of NY .Ali ~~~>1111, wacer-~kiin!l,

Gradu"'" !olu<lcnb lm-338-6428.
RIVFRS. flOYD BROl\ - Offers llriver.s om

~---~

r>RMRS, OTR • Adv:mct:d DiolribuUon•

comfl:lny)

Now IIU."'P'Ulll :applic:ulnf\!1 for 1':111 97 :u
'lltt• MrtrTU) Sla:tl,\'eu:s.

FREE

oon~ton:ll llc:d, "'I!JH'II
hc>nu.,, c:~ecuuvc: '(}'lt: hc:ndiu. :uxl gc:c up
to $700 for oricn!llunn Wlut more could
~ou :l8k for? Find <lUI ~~~~. CaU Jl0t>-S4}11923 l!xt. lCS1. 1!0!.

Sy'leiTL Top provldc:r of O:uhc:d servt<-n.
S1,000 l<igno(lfl honu.•. Phone app.
aPJ>fU'-ecl In '2 hour.;! ~3438, <~

Na:dc:c.l:

0\\'1\L'ffOpt·r.l!OI'

~.!Ill..'

8 13 0

a,,,,)lllc:d all

mdustry Tr~vc:l for l'ra-! All 111*~
l>nmotlc & lntt.-m:Uklnal Airline! pnlltlcd.
l'or tnlom1ation; 800-868-II06H En
1.')5382 I We :tn: :1 n:~rd1 & puhlL-.Itl!ljt

S?O,OOO. Co~ant te-oUll!! e-o~m over
$100,000 and run 225.000 miles :1 yc::~r.
,Mlkc: l'1'lClOCY and grt the niOPil miles. Call
t<Xby.
Experienced
dnvers
::md

Roller Jam
Friday, March 21
10:45 - 12:45 p.m.
at Circus Skate
Sponsored byfG]

~t'111ton

,~n,q.

R H E

9 10 0

Murray State
AB R H RBI
Doyle
1
1
3 3
Delk
5 1 2
0
Hamm
3 3
1
1
Quire
3 1
1
1
Vrbka
5 1
2
1
Bums
4 2
2
3
Kelly
5 0
0
0
Norvell
0
1
2 0
C.L. Williams
1 0 0
0
Marshall
4 0 1
0
Vanderbilt
Adeeb
6 1 2
0
Kata
5 1
2
o
Davis
4 1 0
1
Dill
4 2
1
1
Johnston
3 0
1
1
Bledsoe
6 0
1
2
Kropf
3 0
1
1
Dykes
1 1
1
0
Faress
5 1 2
2 •
Christensen
5 1 2
0
DP - Vanderbilt 1. LOB - Murray State 5, Vanderbilt 8. 28 - Murray State 1, Vanderbilt 2. HR - Murray State (Burns), Vanderbilt
(Farese).
Murray State
IP H R ER BB SO
Ethan Crum
3.2 7 5 5 3 1
Adam Hines
2.1 2 0 0 1 1
Kurt Umbarger
2.2 4 3 3 0 3
Billy Freytag
1.1 0 0 0 2 2
Vanderbilt
Rick Giannola
0.1 0 1
3 0
Brad Hastings
2.0 2 1 1 2 0
Damon Yes
3.2 1 1 1 1 3
Mike Byrd
0.1 0 2 2 2 0
Reed Colley
2.0 4 3 3 1 1
Matt Kata
1.2 3 1 1 0 0
W - Freytag 3-0, L - Kata 1-1. WP -Giannola 2, Hastings, Yes.
HBP - by Hastings (Quire), by Crum (Dill), by Crum (Johnston).
Time- 3:1 9, A- 47.

Classified.s
Pcr~unals

1 2 3 4 5 8 7 8 9 10
1 0 1 0 0 1 4 0 1 1
3011000120

Murray State
Vanderbilt

800-44 l -4394.

1007. ~ Oper~IOD Wdcomc:.

NATIONAL

11!1UTY CONSTRUC110N

CO.~PANY • Nea.b fOft:Olen. lal>on:ns and
<>pc:r.~torsto ui:IUII ~' 1n:11n.> 2nd sc:svicel
in McrnrhG tue~ Tro~•d required. C:all

901-S47-9Z74 or f;JJ(
9293 EOE.

ra>.Jill<.' 10

901·'>47·

DRIVERS • Arctic Expm;~ who= expm·
l'fll."e

:ond succ.'I:M mme l<'l(ether. Set:king

OTR tr:laor-tmller drivt'1ll for company
~nd lc;ru..: putdt:u.e p<!llitK>ns. Call 110().

A

KI!A lTTTFUt CAN DLEI.IG HT 01.1>-

I"A.'iHIONEJ.) WEDI>ING SIMI<f Moun·
talo.• nt:~~r G:lllinhuf'K, c>vcrlcx>ktnj! ric·cr,
horoe.Urnwn c':lrria!(c, <':lhins, l'"·uzzl.
cwdli~ minl""l'lo· No tol:l or \\':tiling
Heanland I!CJ0.448.H('l97 I VOWS I
MARRY ON A MOUNTAIN · 8c: m:1nied
In our C113J111ifianl muunt:tlntop cltapd
liUrTCI\Ul<led

hy '""'' and :awe<ollll: vic:w:i

of the Smokte.' Pii!Um Fc>Q!c:l For ft.'l>CI'·
vJcion~.
ll00-72<).4}M
hup:l/www.rnv<:ha(">l.'l.<nm

GI!T MARRIED .. Smoky MtMintlin•. CetLlr
m<>Unlaintop ch:lpd or dt:!('lnt whit~
'h~pcl Pn11:11e sc:cun11. I<Nc:ly II'IZdlOI!,
lom<>Ullllle, robins, Chnstl:tn setVk:Oi
Complete armn~. no tc;t.<1 8()().'i5l·
3372.
I'RfE RROCHIJRES • Two lx:aUiiful .......J-

dlnR clapd> in

G~tlinltut'Ro

Tcnne,..-;c:e.

Ow1011<:, IOOKlf ll'lnlen ~~t:tung, or qu:11nt
whilc ch:tpd :td~)Jnfnjl IIJii<)n:al p:loi<,
honeymoon I<Kl!IIOR. S111c1ky Mnttntaon
L.tun:l H(J().40A-H5n, '>moky Mnunluin

927-04:}1 . EOS.

M~mc'""" II00-2'5H-67',n,

I>RIVF.RS OTR/RF.GIONAL TRANSPORT
AMEIUCAN ~ I~ haril)fl COL quahftc:U dn-

A BEAIJ!1PtJL VICTORIAN \\'fDI>INcJ •
G:uhnhurg. Tenn. C.Jmplclc ,.._.,.vlu:" :11
opccbl poce- f'n.omler dupe.~ In the
Scnokio. 0rcatn5 do ~'Uille lruc:! VK·Inri:Jn
G:ln.lcns. ~KJSS.NOW, 423-431),1.0\'£..

v""' At lc::L,. 6 montll.'l OTR "''pc:ric:n<-.:.
Onv...,., m:~kc: mlnunum of SSOO a week .
Our bc:-.t <lrivc:rll m:~ke 1100 :1 wet* or
rmn:. We offc:r home wcdtly, gn:at n:tirc:mc:nt pbn , :1nd more to help you '11<.'-~·
1100-447-121 I.
ATI"EN110N OVER THP. ROAD DRIVERS
- F.xccllc:nl Wt)tk envlrt>nl1l<.'nt, c:x~"ellt:nl
p:1y runnlns~ late: mudd t'Onvenrion:lls,
>xlc:d Radlt.'ds, ull Jlr ride. Home: moc<1
wt:ekc:CJd,, ~alth and ltlc: tnsur.Ln<.-e, rn\1.'1(
be: 23 ~old, I yor rxpc:ncn."e, COL
ond goOd driV!nj! ta'Ofd ~ CaU
8CJ().44.4..664"

OWNl!R.OPERATORS NEEDEO • Fla!hed
with sido hi!d1 n:vc:nu.:. Hun-.: fl-.:qut"n<ly. I ye:~r OTR and lluhed t:xpencn<:e.
Good drtvon14 retctltd C:tll fi00..24S.2442.
MOBn.E HOMS I.OANS • 5% down, rc:fl..
n.'ll1C1n!l. equity loun. frc:e llt'Jic:r.i padmJ!<:,
land or home l<!llnti, Gn:en Tree: rm:utci.ll,
ll()()..a9')-1900. N.uioo'• lt::adlng mobile:
home: lt:n<lr:r

A WONDI!Rfl.IL FA.\IILY EXPI!RIENCE •
S<.-andin:tvian, Eun•pc:an, South Amenc::ln,
A.o;ian, Rus.si:Jn c:x,·h:llll!<' studenL' :uwnd·
!nil hi!lh •d10ol. Hemme a ho>l
l'aanaly/AlSI'. Call fiOO.SIBLING.

AT J.A.)'T • Affunl.lhle k'j!:il J<Cr'VIU:'

Otvun:e S95, Adopllon $1 'SO, odtt'r -..:r·

va~~ fmm $4~. Compk1o:frofe..•ic•nal ~·
vice, ncx A <.lo-•t·you11oc:l krt . Aflc,rd:ahl.:
Law <;02-63$-()701)

V~tiUISE
I UIIJ-1011 IMI'lOfiUIIf
Work ln Exotic locations (the
Caribbean, Hawaii, Mexico),
meet fun people, AND get paid!
For industry information, call
Cruise Employment Services:

(100) 276-4941
tXt. (55311
Cruise Employment Strvius
we ... a- a t &

New-s

18
FEES
Continut::d from Page 1
year when tuition increased
$80 for in-state undergradu~ates and $240 for non-resident

undergraduates. On average,
the tuition increases have
amounted to approximately
$30 annually.
"Overall, Murray State and
other Kentucky schools provide
a good educational value for the

money - compared to other
schools nationwide," Poyner
said.
Concern and occasional panic
over the increasing cost of an
education can be justified.
According to the cover story

ological problems."
The new financial analysis included
in the Task Forces' report indicate that
Alexander's challenges of the formula
were indeed valid.
A lack of leadership.was also found to
be a problem in postsecondary education by the Task Force. This section of
the report zeroed in on the lack of credibility of the Council.
"Today, the Council is not perceived
as having the credibility needed to lead
and coordinate the postsecondary education system into the 21st century," the
report noted.
The report highlighted incidents such
as the controversy between Murray
State and the University of Kentucky
over the delivery of engineering curriculum through Paducah Community Col-

TASK FORCE
Continued from Page I

universities.
• Funding incentives for enrollment
increases.
•The encouragement of competition
between institutions for students.
• Lack of incentives for collaboration
and cooperative efforts.
• Lack of credibility.
In January, Alexander challenged
this same funding formula in a report
issued to the CHE.
Alexander's report caused the CHE to
hire an independent consultant which
rejected his findings, noting that they
were based on "inappropriate" and
"missing data" and contained "method-

The Murray State News
March 21, 1997

in the March 17 issue of Time,
"Over the past 20 years, tuition
increased twice as fast as the
overall cost of living."
The infrequency of increases
may be the reason for concern
by students, Poyner said.

lege as an example of weakness within
the CHE.
"This decision should have been made
in a logical way by the Council," the
report stated. "'nstead these decisions
are made by governors, legislatures or
institutions based on political considerations."
Alexander believes the evaluation of
the CHE is accurate.
"The University of Kentucky is so
strong that the Council can't operate,"
he said. "That destroys the CHE, and it
destroys the CHE's credibility."
The Task Force noted other barriers
to reaching postsecondary education
goals, including a lack of strategic planning for technology and the lack of a
mission encouraging the institutions to
look beyond their own campuses.

"What makes fee increases so noticeable."
scary for .students is that they
She added, "When a grocery
only happen once or twice a store raises the price of someyear," she said. "If the increas- thing a few cents, most people
es occurred gradually through- hardly notice, but if the price
out the school year, rather than jumped a few dollars overnight,
aJl at once, they might be less then it becomes obvious."

Since Patton's original proposal to
request funding for higher education
reform, he has noted that a "patch job"
of the existing system of postsecondary
education will not be acceptable.
Meanwhile, Alexander says the community system is postsecondary education's greatest problem.
"Postsecondary education has not
been refonned in Kentucky if the community college system stays under the
University of Kentucky," Alexander
said.
"Everyone knows that the community
colleges and technical schools should be
combined. The question is will it continue to be a community college system for
political muscle to strengthen Lexington, or will we do what is efficient and
best for the economy?"

CRIME
Comlnued from Page 1

one person by another, in
which the offender uses force
or the threat of violence."
The report found that violent
crimes happened to 65 of every
100,000 students nationwide
in 1994.

Of The Murray State News

"Murray's Premier
Tanning Salon"

1\J••• ~••cA
<7A,,llt9 Sttu" tt s~~M9~ '/Wtllfl
· 812 Whitnell Ave.
(Behind Bel-Air Center)

NEW BULBS!

Reeeive a FREE bottle of lotioa from
our Gift BISket wltb 1 purtbase from
our swlmwear tollettton
(while supplies last)
Studio LaBlanca
LaB/anca
Speedo
On the Beach
Backjlips
B"alcingwaves
Manhattan Beachwear

EXTRA VALUE
MEALS

Monday-Thursday 8 a.m.-10 p.m.
Friday 8 a.m.-9 p.m.,
Saturday 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
Closed on Sundays

Starting at $2.99

Tanning: 75~-3333
Storage: 753-3853

HaYB you had your break

todayl~

}Vlerrch 22, ~:30 p.m.
in .Covett 14uditorium
$3- 14dults (12 & up)
$2 - wi}VlSU 9'D
$1- ehildren
Sponsored bfl StJt'IIUC(J

eongratulations
..
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IJour Sist-rs in AilTI erre
SO Proud of IJou!

Easter E!!!! Decorating
~~All

Children are

Welcome~~

SundaY. March 23
2·4 P.m.
Dance Lounge
FREE Admission
SPonsored bY ti3J

